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Investigation:

On Thursday June 6,2013 I met with Undersheriff Gore with the Park County Sheriff s
Office who wished to speak with me about the ongoing inquiry being conducted by
Captain Mark Hancock into an incident that lead deputies, Deputy Nick Hanning and
Deputy Tyson Kinzle to an'est a 7 7 year old male party identified in reports as Richard
Charles Kahn DIO/B - 0l-15-1942. During the arrest Deputy Hanning was engaged in a
physical altercation with Mr. Kahn and during this altercation Mr. Kahn suffers a broken
rib. Undersheriff Gore felt at this stage an Internal Affairs investigation would be
appropriate given a serious injury was involved.

On Monday June 10, 2013 I received a copy of Captain Mark Hancock's inquiry
including the online complaint subrnittal from neighbors of Mr. Kahn. It should be noted
that since the incident occurred, April 28, 2013, neither Mr. Kahn nor any member of the
Kahn family has reporled any complaint as to the events of the incident or the injury Mr.
Kahn sustained.

The online complaint was submitted
te Online Form submittal

In the complaint the rties (it appears as if complaint on
express concern about actions by Deputy

Hanning and Deputy Kinzle in an incident on April 28,2013 involving Mr. Kahn. The
complaint does advise that they were not witnesses to the incident but arrived after the
incident and after Mr. Kalur was already in handcuffs. The complaint reads after they had
seen an EMS vehicle driving up the road, theglE responded to the Kahn
residence where they observed Mr. Kahn in handcuffs (hands behind his back) on the
kitchen flo

The complaint states that Mr. Kahn "does not have a threatening appearance, the opposite
is true", and from what was explained to them by the deputies on scene another neighbor

flllad filed a trespassing complaint against Mr. Kahn. Deputies further

section. The complaint was addressed to Sheriff Fred Wegener.

explained after they had spoken d looked at evidence she provided to



deputie5.,t lredeputiesdeterminedtl ietrespasscomplaintff i

hecomplainantsaskint l iecomplaint i f th is ishow
senior citizens are expected to be treated. The complaint continued to provide a synopsis
of the incident in the following manner; "A neighbor calls in a complaint;

In addition to this online submittal complaint, the inquiry packet had a letter dated May
19.2013 addressed to Sheriff Fred Wesener and which was authored and mailed bv

concernSofthedeput ies,act ionsonApri l28,2013.-explainsthathehad
known the Kalrns since their purchase of their property in 2008 and since then had
developedtrustandrespectfortheKahns.fDexplainedhehadanopportunity
to sit down with Richard and Mary Kahn and discuss what occurred on the day of the
incident.Il states his opinon that the account that the Kahns provided as to the
i!9,iffi.1P"t$.gl1uth'.* t.r 1,:
GrstatedtheKahn'sexplainedthatDeputyHanningenteredtheirhome
without permission, without identifying himself and not providing a reason why he was
thereontheproperty'I}rmakesthestatement..He(DeputyHanning)barged
into their home unannounced, advanced across the kitchen toward a startled Mr. Kahn,
proceeded to 

-and 

throw him onto the tiled floor; lilD
lFl and still had no idea why

ho has had an ongoingdispute with the Kahn's ^
and that'these tilo deputielrhad prior knowledge.of this ongoin! dispute.Ill}
shtes in the complaint that the complaint of trespass was egregious and without merit,
however, the deputies still decided to respond directly to Mr. Kahn's residence without
first investigating the merits of the complaint.

f-brings up a concern with the use of force investigation that was being
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sufirmer home fo

this was happening to him. At this point Deputy Kinzle joinedlllll}

conducted. Accordins t



Mrs. Kahn to speak and/or ask questions of them with respect to the incident.l.
lFdoes eldain anolhsr nelgbbor, E who was on the scene some
trme
IFdvisedthat

f-discussed another concern relating to the incident. This concern dealt with
how lons it took for Mr. Kahn to be

Mrs. Kallr overheard Deputy Kinzle make several statements which were concerning to
him. One being a statement to the effect "

I tshouIdbenotedthatnowhereini l }statementdoesheindicatethistypeof
statement being made to him by Deputy Kinzle.

I did take the opportunity to read through Deputy Hannings' and Deputy Kinzles' report
involving the incident on April 28,2013. The case repoft number was identified as
20 I 3000404.

Derrutv Nick Hannings' Eitten Report

In Deputy Hannings' report he writes that on April 28, 2013 at approxirnately 12:29 PM
he was dispatched to an address located
c 'The
identified suspect in the complaint was Richard Kahn. Deputy Hanning advised that he
knew of lr4r. Kahn from a previous contact and Mr. Kahn's' temperament from a case in
2012. Deputy Hanning refers to case number 2012000668 and in which Deputy Haruring
had arrested Mr. Kahn for menacing with a firearm. Deputy Hanning advised that he was
advised by the Park County Communications Center that Mr. Kahn was a restrained party
in a protection order and t-s the protected person named in the same order
and the order restricts Mr. Kahn 100 yards from but Mr. Kahn is
allowed to be on his. Deputy Hanning explained that prior to arriving at the location he
and Deputy Kinzle stopped approximately one quarter of a mile from the residence to
discuss which home to respond to first. It was decided between the two, they would
attempt to contact Mr. Kahn first given the location of his residence and in order to go to

-homefirstwouldcauSethemtopasstheKahnproperty.DeputyHanningin
hi-s report identified concerns due to the vantage point of the Kahn home, knowledge of
Mr. Kahn's' temperament and that Mr. Kahn possessed ltrearms and was an experienced
hunter.

Deputy Hanning and Deputy Kinzle arrived at the Kahn residence located at 124 Bear
Trail at approximately 1:15 PM and both approached the front door of the residence.



While at the front door they rang the door beil but received no answer frorn within the
home. Deputy Hanning states after doing this he could hear a dog barking "out back."
After hearing the dog barking, Deputy Harning made his way around to the rear of the
residence while Deputy Kinzle remained at the front of the residence. When Deputy
Hanning made it to the back of the home he observed a male party known to him as
Richard Kahn. Mr. Kahn was opening a gare to a chain link fence. When Deputy Hanning
called out Mr. Kahn's' first name he also identified himself by saying "Sheriff s Office"
and was wearing his issued uniform at the time. Mr. Katur looked at Deputy Hanning,
released tlie dog and began to run towards the residence. Deputy Hanning ordered Mr.
Kahn to stop however Mr. Kahn continued to run into the home "slamming" the glass
screen door shut behind him as he entered the house. Deputy Hanning pursued Mr. Kahn
into the home for the reason due to his past contact with Mr. Kahn and the knowledge
that Mr. Kahn had firearms within the houre and the potential that Mr. Kahn would
"barricade" himself in the home.

Deputy Hannings' report advised when he entered the residence, Mr. Kahn was standing
in front of him with his hands "balled into fists." Deputy Hanning grabbed both of Mr.
Kahn's wrists and when doing so Mr. Kahn began yelling at him and attempting to pull
away from Deputy Hanning. Deputy Hanning advised he did tell Mr. Kahn to stop but he
was fear'fuI of releasing Mr. Kahn that he or Mr. Kahn would receive injury. At this point
Deputy Hanning decided to end the struggle as quickly as possible to reduce possible
injury. Deputy Hanning performed a knee strike to Mr. Kahn's "mid-section" and pushed
Mr. Kahn away from him. When pushing Mr. Kahn, Mr. Kahn collided with the kitchen
counter and fell to the ground. Deputy Hanning wrote after this occurred he radioed that
he was in a hght. Deputy Hanning got on top of Mr. Kahn, who was laying faee down on
the floor, in order to restrain him. During the attempt to restrain Mr. Kahn, he continued
to resist and not comply by pulling his arms/hands away from Deputy Hanning.

Deputy Hannings reports that through the entire struggle he ordered Mr. Kahn to stop and
comply with his commands. At some point of the struggle, Mrs. Kahn entered the kitchen
area where this was happening but Deputy Hanning was uncertain when. After Mr. Kahn
was handcuffed, he began complaining of shoulder and chest pain. After Mr. and Mrs.
Kahn advised that he had a hearl condition, Deputy Hanning removed the handcuffs from
Mr. Kahn and sat him up against kitchen cabinets. As this was happening Deputy Kinzle
radioed for medical to respond to the scene. In Deputy Hannings report it was unclear as
to when Deputy Kinzle came into the residence or what actions Deputy Kinzle took.
Deputy Hanning did notate that an EMT advised Mr. Kahn needed to go to a hospital for
#owever, Mr. Kahn refused medical treatment.

D err utv TvsiLKinzles Written Rerrort

In Deputy Kinzles report he advised that he was assigned to the call on April 28, 2013 to
assist Deputy Hanning with a violation of a restraining order. Deputy Kinzle advised the
parties involved in the complaint were known to him from a previous contact ayear
previous on a felony menacing complaint. Deputy Kinzle advised the suspect fuchard
Kahn was known to him and that Mr. Kahn was known to be uncooperative and easily
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agitated. Deputy l(inzle reported that due to these reasons: that Mr. Kahn's house faces
the roadway which would require them to pass the Kahn residence to get to the reporting
parties home, they knew Mr. Kahn to possess firearms, he and Deputy Hanning decided
to contact Mr. Kahn first.

Upon their arrival, Deputy Kinzle and Hanning approached the front door of the
residence. Deputy Kinzle did not indicate whether they knocked or rang a doorbell, but
no one came to the door or answered. After waiting for a short period of time, Deputy
Haming left to go around back of the residence while Deputy Kinzle stayed near the
front door. After Deputy Hanning walked around to the rear of the home, Deputy Kinzle
heard Deputy Hanning yelling "Stop, Stop." Deputy Kinzle stated after that he heard
multiple thuds coming fi'om within the house. After this occurred Deputy Kinzle radioed
Deputy Haming asking if he needed help where Deputy Hanning in turn advised that he
was in a fight. Deputy Kinzle left the front door and made his way around to the rear of
the house where he could hear Deputy Hanning yelling at someone to stop. Deputy
Kinzle entered tlte back door and observed Deputy Hanning lying on top of Mr. Kahn.
Deputy Kinzle advised Mr. Kahn was lying on his back facing Deputy Hanning and
Deputy Hanning was on top and between the two was Mr. Kahn's hands balled in fists.

Deputy Kinzle drew his Taser and began ordering Mr. Kahn to roll over and to place his
hands behind his back. Deputy Kinzle advised he repeatedly ordered Mr. Kahn to do this
in a loud mamer approximately ten (10) times with no compliance. Deputy Kinzle noted
that although Mr. Kahn was not compliant with his orders, Mr. Kahn was not able to
overpower Deputy Hanning. Deputy Kinzle also advised that he had to continually advise
Mrs. Kahn to get out of their way but Deputy Kinzle did not indicate in the report as to
when Mrs. Kahn anived in the kitchen. Deputy Kinzle further reported after not gaining
compliance, he returned his Taser to his holster and pulled out his collapsible baton.
Depufy Kinzle believed by extending the baton he would gain Mr. Kahn's compliance.
When telling Mr. Kahn to roll over, Mr. Kahn complied. From this point Mr. Kahn
complied with placing his hands behind his back in order to be handcuffed.

After being restrained Mr. Kahn began to hyperventilate and claimed he was having chest
pains. Deputy Hanning asked Mr. Kahn if he needed an ambulance, Mr. Kahn replied that
he did. Deputy Kinzle asked Mr. Kahn if he had any heart problems Mr. and Mrs. Kahn
both replied yes. Deputy Kinzle advised Park County communications to launch a
helicopter for the medical issue and further advised them of Mr. Kahn's age and medical
history. Deputy Kinzle reported that Deputy Haruring removed the handcuffs from Mr.
Kalm while waiting for medical to arrive.

(



Telephone convjrsation with Brian Kahn

On June 10, 2013 at approximately 5:13 PM I contacted Brian Kahn, a son of Richard
Kahn, to see if he would be willing to speak with his father to determine if he would be
willing to speak with me about the incident that occuned on April 23 2011-

rian
advised that he would be more willins to do that for me. Brian did advise that the
neighbors were in fact upset with what transpired

Approximately ten minutes after finishing my conversation with Brian, Brian called rne
back at my office and advised he did speak with his father and that his father was willing
to sit down and speak with me. Brian further advised that his father would call me on
June i I,2013 and set up a time. I thanked Brian for his help, Shortly after getting off of
the phone a second time, approximately fifteen minutes later I received a third call from
Brian. Brian advised that he received a call from his father who stated that his attomey at
this point wanted his father to wait to speak with me until after Wednesday June 19, 2013
because his father was due in court on that date in reference to the criminal charges. The
attorney wanted to see if the chargers were going to be dropped and determine if they
wished to talk at that time. I advised Brian that would be fine.

On June 10, 2013 at approximately 6:30 PM I attempted to contact 
-fbto 

see
if he would be willing to speak with me at to what he had witnessed on April 28,2013.
When callingEhome telephone, the number only rang with no ani*", o,
answering machine. Afterwards I atternpted to dial a cell phone listed fortt*After
dialing the number I received a voicemail message for IIID I left a message
requesting they return my call and what it r.vas referencing. I left both my cell and office
numbers.

Atapproximately7:42PMIreceivedatelephonecal l f romGonmycel l
phonereturningmycal l . IexplainedtoGhereasonformycal landwishedtosi t
down with them and speak about the incident on April 28,2013. Illagreed and
decided to meet on June 11, 2013 5:30 PM.

Interviewof

On June 11, 2013 at approximately 5:30 PM t their
residence located This interview was recorded.
The interview took place at the dining room table. When I asked{flft when
they first leamed that something had happened that day, Sdvised they both were in
their home and after she noticed an EMS truck drive by she informedle something
had happened. Dave left the house and walked up to the Kahn residence to see what was
going on. Only afterf,e having been gone for awhile,llt left and walked up as well
to see what rvas the matter.llet advised while she was walking towards the Kahn home
she had noticed a Flight for Life helicopter circling looking for a place to land. When she
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met withll) in front of the Kalur home and asked what was going on,I replied that
it wasn't good. After she arrived at the Khans' residence she observed EMS come out of
the residence and waived the helicopter away. They advised they did see a deputy
standing at the bottom of a hill speaking with someone on the phone. As they made their
way up toward the house they had seen Mr, Kahn sitting on the deck ande noted that

il stated that he alone waiked up an incline to the rear of the residence when he first
arrived and was met by Deputy Kinzle who advised that he would not be allowed to enter
the house.I} stated that he adhered to the Deputy Kinzle's order and remained out of
the residence. Approximately two to four minutes later, Mary Kalur (Richard Kalu's
wife) carne out of the residence and tolfthat Mr. Kahn wished to see him. Deputy
Kinzle allowedt>to enter the home. When lrntered the home he observed Mr.
Kahn lying on the floor on his side and the EMT's finishing up. Dave stated he did notice
that Mr. Kahn still had one handcuff on and that Mr. Kahn . When
Dave asked Mr. Kahn what had happened, Mr. Kahn responded that Deputy Hanning
burst through the door kneed him in the groin and put him down. Mr. Kahn explained that
he was putting his dog up and when he turned around, Deputy Hanning was there and
proceeded to knee him and put him down. Mr. Kahn advised that he struck the cabinet
and

-

stated that Mr. Kahn was complaining IIb

After the EMTs arrived and shortly after he had walked outside, Dave observed both
deputies exit the home and Deputy Kinzle left the Kahn property and went over to the
reporting parties home, 

- 

Dave believed that that was unusual and believed that
thedeput iesshouldlravegonetoDobeginwithandinvest igatedthe
complaint.f then advised thateid not have any proof of the trespass. 

-
advised that he had been at Mr. Kahn's property earlier that day where Mr. Kahn had
shown him were the stakes were and Mr. Kahn's intent on building a fence. IEI
that stakes were located approximately five feet off of the property line to the north.

llIDapproximately fifteen minutes later Deputy Kinzle returned to the Kahn
property afte ken with lllaske d D eputv Ki4zle-:I-Lqlad s o m ethi n
going wit

stated most of the time the deputies were
on their phones conversing with the sheriff getting instructions on what they needed to
do.

At this poinfllasked if it was common for two deputies in two separate cars to
respond to a trespass call. I explained to both that it was not uncommon for that to occur
for the reasons tl-rat we are primarily one person cars, the size ofjurisdiction and for
safety reasons. I also explained that it was not uncommon practice for officers to respond
to a "suspect" home prior to going to the complainant if there were concerns of safety.

edid ask also questions pertaining to officers identifying themselves and the use of a
Taser on a person who was on the ground. I explained that we are required to identi|/
ourselves and the use of the Taser was to reduce or stop aggression and or to gain
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compliance from a person. At this poin.FUid advise that he had not been that angry
before as he was on that day and the incident left a bad taste with what they had
observed.

WhenIaskedherwhomadethatstatementorindicated
that was the casel\tated that just before they left Deputy Kinzle CIA
pictures but the pictures did not prove that Mr. Kahn had been on} property.

When I askefto describe where Mr. Kahn was lying and howGtated Mr.
Kahn was lying against the counter on his left side with his head pointing in a westerly
direction. When I asked O about his statement to there being one handcuff on, |i
stated that he only saw one handcuff but that was all he could see. When I askede

that he did not remember that. When I asked about
Deputy Kinzle's statement that he knew 

-nd 

had communications
with her outside of official channels, O advised that he did not remember that either.

f'Aa advise they did have the ideait-at possiblillad called Deputy Kinzle about
the complaint but then stated that they did not believe that was the case and was certain

*ade the complaint through dispatch.

When asked if they recalled any statements from EMT's about Mr. Kahn's condition,
Fdid not remember butllvised that they did want him to go to the hospital.
Mr. Kahn declined and also declined the helicopter as well. When I asked if they knew
who called for the helicopter, they stated they did not but assumed it was the EMT's.

When I asked specifically who told them about the altercation, what they did not witness,
both advised they had learned about it from Mr. and Mrs. Kahn at the scene after it had
happened. Both advised after they had left and went home, they received a telephone call
from Mary Kahn who told them that the deputies arrested Mr. Kahn and they were taking
himtoWoodlandParktothehospi ta|J- , isedthatMr 'Kahncff i
After the hospital visit Mr. Kahn was ta[fr-to jail.

had to arrest him.

imagine how Mr. Kahn could be seen as a threat. phasized that Mr. Khane

a gun but advised that Mr. Kahn never pulied the weapon out of the holster.
because of the Springer fire, issues with strange vehicle coming through the subdivision
and bears being displaced, Mr. Kahn with several others wore their firearms as a matter

:"';::r*:l#iit"I:T#,ixHffi '"lHJ",r;ilffi ilHffiT:J"
and wiile doing so was renting out the home to, at times, multiple persons and thaf

I

Idescribed Mr. Kahn as a tall, skinny person who looks kind of frail and could not



When asked if they knew Mr. Kahn as a temperamental person or easily agitated,lD
stated that he was not with the exception of this particular incident because how it had
happened.(]stated Mr. Kahn had explained
some of the issues involvingJldogs and even how Mr. Kahn at one trme
helpefWith moving p"rronil p.operty in the attempt to be a good neighbor. G
stated that afterllst the "dog wars"] has had it in for Mr. Kahn ever since. The
"dog wars" was explained to be an issue in the past wittfllowing her dogs to run
fi'ee andf *ur eventually cited for it. lD€lieved that the trespass complaint call
was phony.

Theleiterate that the day of the incident started out as a peaceful Sunday. The
Kahn's went to take a nap. Someone knocked on the front door and that Mary Kahn went
*o go see who was there while Mr. Kattn went out to deal with tlt€ dog:-As Mf. Kahn"fras
dcing that, DeputyFJanningoanrari.db the home and took Mr. Kahn down. Because of
this incident the Kahns keep all of their doors locked. lFffiat the Sheriff s
Office never send those two deputies tUthe area again.

When I asked for clarification if it was_Deputy Kinzle who stated there was no proof of
the trespass or if it were Mr. Kahn, 

- 

advised he did not hear the deputy say that but
GUetleved that came from Mary Kahn.

This interview was concluded at approximately 6:27 PM.

Interview of Depufy Nick Hannins

On June 12,2013 at approximately 10:05 AM I met with Deputy Hanning in my office
located at the Park County Sheriff s Office to conduct an interview concerning the events
on April 28,2013 . Prior to the interview, Deputy Hanning was given the Notification of
Internal Affairs Investigation form, Confidentiality Warning form, Administrative
Interview Notice Form and the "Garrity" Waiver Form. All forms were signed by Deputy
Hanning and I. This interview was recorded.

At the beginning of this interview I asked Deputy Hanning to tell me what he could
remember of tl're events on April 28,2013. Deputy Hanning advised that a call came out,
does not remember if it was for trespass or for a violation of restraining order, and it was
advisedthereport ingpartyhadbeenDandthesuspectasfuc1rardKahn.
Immediately Deputy Hanning knew Richard Kahn as a party he had arrested in20l2.
Dispatch advised Mr. Kahn had been orif property messing withF property.
Deputy Hanning took that as meaning Mr. Kahn was house or the
utilities. Based on his past experience with Mr. Kahn, Deputy Hanning deemed this to be
an emergency and to get there as quickly as possible. Deputy Hanning advised prior to
his anival to the scene, Deputy Kinzle requested Park County Communications to
confirm the restraining order and stipulations on the restraining order. Deputy Hanning
stated that he and Deputy Kinzle stopped approximately %to Yz of a mile from the Kahn
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residence to remain out of sight, to see if the reporting party could see where Mr. Kalur
was at.

While they waited for the information from Park County Communieatidtrs both discussed
who they would contact first and decided it would be Mr. Kahn. The reason for this was
due to Deputy Harurings experience witli Mr. Kahn and deemed it to be an officer safety
issue. Before Park County Communication came back with the information requested by
Deputy Kinzle, they proceeded to Mr. Kahn's residence. When arriving they parked
underneath the balcony on the front of the residence. They went to the front door,
knocked but received no answer. Deputy Hanning stated he could hear a dog barking out
back of the residence, and because of this he walked to the back of the residence, on the
left side as you face the home and Deputy Hanning stated he knew that Deputy Kinzle
walked around the right side of the home.

Deputy HarLning advised as he walked up the hill leading to the rear of the home, Deputy
Hanning observed Mr. Kahn holding onto a dog. When Deputy Hanning advised
"Richard. Sheriffls Office", Mr. Kahn released the dog and began running towards the
house. Deputy Hanning advised he ordered Mr. Kahn to stop, but Mr. Kahn continued
and entered the residence. Deputy Hanning did advise that he did pursue Mr. Kahn.
Deputy Haming stated that Mr. Kahn attempted to close the door however Deputy
Hanning was able to stop him frorn doing that. When Deputy Hanning entered the
residence, he was greeted by Mr. Kahn facing him with his arms and hands at chest level
with both hands balled into fists. Deputy Hanning advised at that point he had grabbed
Mr. Kahn on his wrists.

Deputy Hanning stated after he grabbed Mr. Kahn, Mr. Kahn began to shake violently in
order to free himself while yelling and screaming at Deputy Hanning. Deputy Hanning
could not remember what Mr. Kahn was yelling and screaming but continued to tell Mr.
Kahn to stop. Deputy Hanning advised he attempted a knee strike to the common
peroneal but missed.

After affecting the knee strike, Deputy Hanning advised he took Mr. Kahn to the floor.
Deputy Hanning also advised there was no one present that could of witnessed what
occuned and Deputy Kinzle was outside. Deputy Hanning assumed Mr. Kahn's wife was
in the home but he did not see her at the time. Deputy Hanning stated while he and Mr.
Kahn were on the ground, Deputy Kinzle entered the residence and begin giving
commands. Deputy Hanning continued to wrestle with Mr. Kahn in the attempt to get Mr.
Kahn's hands behind his back. As this happened Mr. Kahn continued to scream at Deputy
Hanning but does not remember what Mr. Kahn was saying. Deputy Hanning stated he
remembered seeing the laser from Deputy Kinzles' Taser on Kahn's chest and backed
away in case Deputy Kinzle deployed the Taser. When Deputy Kinzle did not deploy the
Taser, Deputy Hanning reengaged Mr. Kahn by getting back on top of him. Deputy
Hanning stated they eventually were able to talk Mr. Kahn down to where he complied
and they were able to handcuff him but he did not recall if he handcuffed one or both
hands.
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Mr. Kahn began breathing heavy and continued
and that he was suffering from chest pain. When the deputies asked if he had a heart
condition, they called for medical. At this point Deputy Hanning advised that because of
this he chose not to keep Mr. Kahn cuffed behind his back, took one cuff off and he did
not chain Mr. Kahn to anything. Deputies did prop Mr. Kahn up against a counter in
order to help with his breathing difficulty. Deputy Hanning advised after this Mr. Kahn
told hirn he wished to speak with him. Based on this and the use of force, Deputy
Hanning advised Mr. Kalrn he was under arrest and read Mr. Kahr his Miranda Rights
prior to any statements were made or questions were asked.

When Deputy Hanning asked Mr. Kahn what was going on, Mt. Kahn advised that he
had been fixing fence on the property line. Deputy Hanning stated at this point medical
anived on scene and began checking on Mr. Kahn. Deputy Hanning advised when he
walked outside of the residence he had noticed an elderly gentleman, who he did not
recognize or krow, walking up to the residence and asked what was going on. Deputy
Kinzle asked the elderly male to leave. Deputy Hanning returned inside of the home to sit
with Mr. Kahn. Deputy Hanning advised that the elderly male eventually came into the
home and asked Mr. Kahn what had happened. Mr. Kahn told the gentleman that the
deputies had broken into his house and beat him up and that Mr. Kahn did not know why.
Deputy Hanning then stated he believed the gentleman wa Deputy
Hanning stated that ltb told Mr. Kahn that was not right of the deputies and
that whil{Jwas present Mr. Kahn was becoming agitated. At this point
Deputy Hanning stated that the EMTs asked him to tell Mr. Hawkins to leave because
they were trying to calm Mr. Kahn down in order to regulate his blood pressure.

WhenDeputyHanningaskedG,tol.u.,"Dinit ial lyrefusedand
said something with an attitude but he could not recall what that was. Deputy Hanning
stated he askedfl} a second time to leave and omplied. Deputy
Hanning advised during this time they were trying to determine whether they would
surnmons Mr. Kahn or take him into custody, so they contacted Sgt. Tonjes. Deputy
Hanning stated the EMTs did ask if Mr. Kahn was under arrest for the reasons of
transport but Deputy Hanning advised then that he did not know. Priq
clearing the scene they advised Mr. Kahn m
go to the hospital. Mr. Kahn refused medical assistance and transport.

After medical cleared the scene, Deputy Hanning removed the other cuff from Mr. Kahn.
Deputy Hanning advised they went outside in order for Mr. Kahn to show them where he
was trying to build a fence and where he had been pounding t-posts in, where the
property line was and where he was cutting tree limbs off of a tree. Deputy Hanning
advised while they were outside, Deputy Kinzle went to
about her complaint.ln Deputy Kinzle thCad photographs of Mr. Kahn
crossing over to her property. Deputy Hanning stated they asked for her to get those
together while they were there but she apparently was not able to.

Deputy Hanning advised that he was able to speak with Sgt. Tonjes and was advised by
Sgt. Tonjes to place Mr. Kahn into custody and to transport Mr. Kahn to the hospital.
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Deputy Hanling advised he did what he was supposed to. Deputy Hanning advised that
during the tlansport he recalled Mr. Kahn advising he did not know who he was until he
was in Mr. Kaln's face. Deputy Haming stated they spoke about how Mr. Kahn let go of
the dog however Mr. Kahn denied letting the animal go and that he was going to take the
dog into the house and after he had done so was going to go back outside to speak with
Hanning. Deputy Hanning stated he advised Mr. Katur that was a conflicting statement
because he was telling everyone else he did not know who Deputy Hanning was or why
he was there. Deputy Hanning advised after Mr. Kahn was cleared by a doctor, he
transported Mr. Kahn to the jail.

Deputy Hanning did advise while working on his warrantless arrest affidavit he called
Deputy Kinzle, who was already off of duty, and asked him if he had seen the dog
outside when Deputy Kinzle came up and into the home. Deputy Kinzle advised it was
still outside.

When i asked Deputy Hamring to explain the reasoning behind going to Mr. Kahn's
home first, Deputy Hanning stated it was based on the arrest of Mr. Kahur tn20l2 which
was for felony menacing where Mr. Kahn had menaced a family of four from Texas, Mr.
Kahn's demeanor at that time where Mr. Kahn velled at the deputies and wanted them to

. Deputy Kinzle tried to
relate to Mr. Kahn that was not how things worked;just because you wanted something
doesn't mean that they would do it. Deputy Kinzle told Mr. Kalm if he wanted Deputy
Kinzle Cen he would charge or arrest Mr. Kahn for qI|)
rFDeputy Hanning advised they were trying to paint a picture as to why that would
not work. After this Mr. Kahn became agitated approaching Deputy Kinzle stating "Go
on get it on then, Get it on." Deputy Kinzle did order Mr. Kahn to stop and to back off
which Mr. Kahn complied with. Deputy Hanning clarified saying that Mr. Kahn's
demeanor then was short tempered. Deputy Hanning continued to explain during that
incident he was inside of Mr. Kahn's home and recalled seeing a lot of trophy animal
heads on the wall and them discussing hunting while Mr. Kahn was transported to the jail
for the felony menacing case. Deputy Hanaing explained that because of this he had
known that Mr. Kahn had weapons in the house. These were the reasons why the decision
was made to contact Mr. Kahn first. Deputy Haruring stated he believed it was a tactical
disadvantageiftheyGrstbecauseofthelocation.TheKahn
residence had a 

"l.at 
opffioflhe cul de sac and ol house.

When I asked if he recalled knocking on the door or ringing a door bell when they first
anived, Deputy Hanning stated he believed there was a door bell but did not remember.
Hanning advised if there was not a door bell, he knocked. Knock once, wait a few
seconds, knock again no answer then heard someone out back of the home at which point
he decided to go to the rear of the home. When I asked Deputy Hanning if Mr. Kahn's
running was a full run and to describe Mr. Kahn to me, Deputy Hanning advised Mr.
Kahn was wearing a hat either blue or purple in color and white shirt. Deputy Hanning
advised when Mr. Kahn looked at him it was sort of a panicked look but could not
explain the look but speculated that Mr. Kahn recognized him from the previous time he

press charges again
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anested Mr. Kahn in20l2. Deputy Hanning stated when Mr. Kahn began to run it was
kind of a "stuttered step", then he let go of the dog and in Deputy Hanning's opinion as
fast as he could run for his age.

When I asked Deputy Haming if given where he was located after seeing Mr. Kalrn
could he have stopped him from gaining entry into the home, Deputy Hanning advised
not from where he was standing. Deputy Hanning described that he was half way up frorn
the front of the residence and to include there were some logs that he had to climb over.
Deputy Hanning advised he had a clear view of Mr. Kahn fi'orn his position. When asked
if he was sure that Deputy Kinzle walked around the right side of the home because the
reports did not reflect that, Deputy Hanning stated he did not know and speculated that is
what Deputy Kinzle did. Deputy Hanning stated after he gained entry into the home, it
was loud and he was pretty sure Deputy Kinzle heard hirn say stop. Deputy Kinzle did
get on the radio and ask him if he was okay at which time he radioed that he was in a
fight. Deputy Hanning stated that he did not have eye contact with Deputy Kinzle when
he got on the other side of the home.

When I asked Deputy Hanning if he knew for a fact that Mr. Kahn had weapons in the
home, Deputy Hanning advised because of the previous year and because of the trophy
mounts he believed that to be the case but no one had told him that Mr. Kahn's weapons
had been taken. Deputy Hanning did recall at one point speaking with Paula Goodro
(victim services) about the 2012 felony menacing case and what the status was. Goodro
was upset with Mr. Kahn being able to get a "permit" to hunt while the case was pending.

When asking Deputy Hanning about his earlier statement in the interview where he
performed a knee strike to the common peroneal and how that differed to the written
report where it stated he performed a knee strike to the "mid-section", Deputy Hanning
advised he wrote that in his report only because that is where he ended up striking Mr.
Kahn. When I asked Deputy Hanning why his statement earlier was different from his
written report pertaining to taking Mr. Kahn to the ground after the strike (the written
report stated that after the strike he pushed Mr. Kahn away), Deputy Hanning responded
stating he did push Mr. Kahn away in order to gain distance and after that he took Mr.
Kahn to the ground with an arm bar. After that answer, I read a portion of Deputy
Hannings report where he described after the knee strike happened, he pushed Mr. Kahn
away. After pushing Mr. Kahn, Mr. Kahn collided with the kitchen counter and then fell
to the floor. Deputy Hanning had no response to that reading.

When I asked Deputy Hanning if that was how he was trained (arest control), Deputy
Hanning advised he did not know if that was how he was trained but that was how he had
did it.

When I asked Deputy Hanning if his report pertaining to Mr. Kahn being face down on
the floor was accurate, Deputy Hanning shook his head in the affirmative. When I advise
him of the discrepancy specifically to Deputy Kinzles' report which stated Mr. Kahn was
actually lying on his back, Deputy Hanning stated that he could not remember what
position Mr. Kalu was in and only recalled getting on top of Mr. Kahn and attempting to
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get control of his arms. Deputy Hanning advised that he did not remember exactly rvhen
Deputy Kinzle entered into the room. At this point when I asked Deputy Hanning when
he prepared his written report, Deputy Hanning advised two days after the incident.

When asked if there were any additional strikes performed while on the ground
struggling with Mr. Kahn, Deputy Hanning confirmed that there were none. When I
spoke with Deputy Hanning about Mary Kahn and where she was located, Deputy
Haming stated he was not sure where she was, he could not see her at the time he made
entry into the residence and while he struggled with Mr. Kahn. Deputy Hanning added if
he remembered correctly, Mary Kahn came> stood over him and either yelled or asked
what was going on.

When I asked Deputy Hanning after Mr. Kahn complained of shoulder and chest pain,
were the statements of the removal of handcuffs and propping him up against the kitchen
cabinets true, Deputy Hanning responded that Mr. Kahn had been compliant and he no
longer deemed Mr. Kahn as a threat

When asked what the diagnosis frorn the hospital was for Mr. Kahn's injury because his
report did not reflect that, Deputy Flanning recalled the doctor advised that Mr. Kahn had
elbut Deputy Hanning was not sure if he could report that statement due to
current HIPPA laws. When I asked Deputy Haruring about the part where he and Mr.
Kahn walk around the property looking at property lines and sqrvey stakes, when was it
that Deputy Kinzle *.nt to *j;ouse to speak withfibout th. complaint,
Deputy Hanning stated he believed it was when they were at the end of the properly
closest to the cull de sac. When I asked if Mr. Kahn was handcuffed while they walked
the property, Deputy Hanning stated Mr. Kahn was not. Deputy Hanning advised the only
other time he handcuffed Mr. Kahn is when he received an order to take Mr. Kahn into
custody and transport him. At this point I asked if he cuffed Mr. Kahn in front with the
use of the belly chain and he advised yes.

When asked if prior to leaving the scene if he and Deputy (lnzle had a conversation
about what Defuty Kinzle learned while speaking wiih-A Deputy Hanning stated
he was certain that they did but he could not remember the conversation. Deputy Hanning
stated the rest of the conversation was there were no pictures of proof of a violation.
When I asked if he knew if Deputy Kinzle had the opportunity to look at the photographs
tna{I.ad, Deputy Hanning stated that he did not.

Whenaskedi fdur ingthetransportofMr.KahnfromtheScenetothehp
ty Hanning stated he knew

that Mr. Kahn
Kahn did advise that he believed the deoutieb wEiffi-fEe wrons advised as to the
reason for being arrested. Deputy Hanning did not recall Mr. Kahn ever threatening to
sue or anything like that.

When asked if he was aware if Mr. Kahn had any prescriptions, Deputy Haming stated
that Mr. Kahn did. When asked if Mr. Kahn had asked for any of his medications, Deputy
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Hanning advised that Mr. Kahn did while in handcuffs but he erred on the side of caution
and did not give Mr. Kahn any medication. Deputy Hanning advised from his experience
in the jail, deputies did not dispense prescriptions. Deputy Hanning advised Mr. Kahn
that when they arrived at the liospital he would have a doctor adrninister the medication.
Deputy Hanning added that it was corrunon knowledge that someone could intentionaily
overdose while in custody. When asked if he had taken any rnedication from the home
prior to leaving, Deputy Hanning said he did and it was a bagful.

When asked if prior to this incident, did he have any knowledge of medical issues with
Mr. Kahn or prescriptions he may have been on, Deputy Haruring advised that he did not
recall or remember at the time of this incident. it was only when Mr. Kahn's medications
were brought out what he remembered that Mr. Kahn did have some problems from the
last incident when he anested Mr. Kalur.

When I asked Deputy Hanning if he had perceived Mr. Kahn's physical presence as a
potential threat, Deputy Hanning stated that depended on Mr. Kahn's mood and he
recalled from his dealing with Mr. Kahn in 2072 and how Mr. Kahn would get in your
personal space and elevate his voice when trying to make a point. Deputy Hanning
advised he did believe Mr. Kahn was a threat, that he is a strong person because of the
yard work and wood splitting that he does.

When I asked Deputy Hanning when they initially approached the Kahn home, went to
the front door and received no answer, would it be better to have the other officer closer
to your position when going to the rear of the home to investigate noises, given the
potential threat that Deputy Hanning described Mr. Kahn to be, Deputy Hanning stated
he honestly did not know even with hind sight. Deputy Hanning advised that he assumed
that Deputy Kinzle would have gone around the right side of the home to do what's
called a "pincer" type of move so both had a contact corner.

At the end of the interview I asked Deputy Hanaing if he though there could have been a
different or better way of handling this call, Deputy Hanning advised that he did not
believe so. He advised looking with hind sight had he let Mr. Kahn go into his home, shut
and lock the door behind him, Mr. Kahn would not have been compliant with any
requests although Deputy Hanning did state he could not be certain if that would have
been the case. Deputy Harrning stated he believed that Mr. Kahn could have barricaded
himself which increased his concem for their safety and if they had found probable cause
for a protection order violation, Mr. Kahn would not have come out of the house.

At the end of the interview, I asked Deputy Hanning if he had any questions. Deputy
Hanning advised that he did not.

This interview was concluded at approximately 10:55 AM
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On the evening of June 19,2013 I spoke with Brian Kahn who called me at my residence.
Blian advised that he had spoken with his father and his father was willing to sit down
with me and speak with me about the incident. Brian provided me with his fathers' home
telephone number. I thanked Brian for his help in facilitating this interview.

On June 20,2013 at approximately 6:45 PM I contacted Richard Kahn by telephone at
his residence to set up a time to where we could meet. Mr. Kahn advised that he was
more than willing to speak with me. We set a date and time for June 24,2013 at 6:00 PM
at his lesidence.

Interview of Richard Kahn

On June 24,2013 at approximately 6:00 PM I met with Richard and Mary Katm at their
residence located at 124 Bear Trail in Lake George, Colorado. Upon arriving at Mr.
Kah-n's residence, he immediately greeted me at the front of the residence and asked that
I walk with hirn as he showed me the property lines and the area of where he was
building the fence. After briefly being outside we went into his residence in order to have
a conversation about the incident that occurred on Aoril 28. 2013.

At the beginning of the interview Mr. Kahn began discussing the incidents that occurred
on March 21,2012. Mr. Kahn advised during this particular incident, a company he
identified as being Safegaurd ti

Mi. fann explained on three separate occasions IJCF
came to the residence with a truck and trailer loaded with garbage and dumped it on the
property. This became a nuisance for the reason that it attracted bears and the trash would
end up on neighbor's properties. Mr. Kahn continued to explain after this incident
occurredtheyhadcontactedFnordertoadvisethemofthesi tuat ioninaddi t ion
to speaking with Deputy Sheriff Jen Plutt who contacte(ffid advised that-
not allowed to be on the property and to pick up the trash that was left there. Mr. Kahn
advised that there was no documentation as to this havins transpired.

Mr. Kahn also advised at -one point they had observed a white in color vehicle shou,ing
up on the property a r. Kahn advised that after seeinp this he had
attempted to contac ut he could not get a hold of anybody at that company.
Mr. Kahn explained that in previous conversations withf,lhat had he seen
anybody on the properly to contact them and in the event hd was unable to he could call
the Park County Sheriff s Office. Mr. Kahn advised after contacting the Park County
Sheriff s office after having seen this white vehicle on the property, Deputy Kinzle
arrived at his residenqe ln order to investigate his complaint. After Deputy Kinzle had
spoken with the Trail, he returned to speak witllMr, Kahn. Deputy
Kinzle advised the party on the property wailand stat

l t
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property. Deputy Kinzle told Mr. Katur that he had contacted the mortgage conrpany and
during that conversation learned they had not completed the foreclosure at that tirne.

Mr. Kalur advised the conversation he had with Deputy Kinzle transpired in the living
room of his horne and at the end of the conversation Deputy Kinzle informed Mr. Kallr
in front of his wife that if he had to return that they would be arrested. I clarify with Mr.
Kalrn that the incident he described had occurred on March 21,2012.

Mr. Kah-n advised after this incident had occurred, things seem to have been quiet and
they have not really had any additional problems up until July 1 ,2012. Prior to Mr. Kahn
describing the incident that occurred on July 1 ,2012, he spoke about incidents of concern
that transpired shortly before July l. Mr. Kahn described the Springer fire was the cause
of thern having to be evacuated from their home and eventually were able to return. Mr.
Kahn goes on to say that there had been an arsonist driving around the neighborhood off
ofCourr tyRoadl00whichwasofaconcernMr'Kahnstatedthathe,CF
4}gorr t l re i rowndimewerepatrol l i r rga10milealeaeVerydaytwicea
day just looking for illegal campfires or illegal activity that might start another fire. Mr.
Kahn continued to state thuilIFre of him and other neighbors doing this
neighborhood watch. At one point Mr. Kahn stated he contacted Capt. Hancock with the
Park County Sheriffls office in order to get bamers that they could post at individual
trailheads. He was advised by Capt. Hancock that he would in fact send some down to
him and eventually 6 to 8 banners were delivered to him by Sgt. Priestly. After having
receivgSt,!he banners he advise they were posted to those specific areas and also stated

On July 1 Mr. Kahn advised that he had been in the forest and when returning he was
wearing a single action revolver six shooter. Mr. Kahn explained that while sitting on his
deck at his home he observed a white in color vehicle drive past his horne and stop
approximately 100 feet on the road to the north of his residence. As he observed the
vehicle the driver side door opened and the occupant had thrown something out onto the
ground. It should be noted that Mr. Kahn believed that the driver of the vehicle wa-l
After having seen this Mr. Kahn had exited his residence and walked down the driveway
towards the area where the item was located. At approximately the same timel
Gn rhe area as well. Mr. Kahn stated that heG
over to the location where the item was thrown. When they found the item Mr. Kahn
identified it as

Mr. Kahn stated after findins this item he w
recall whether he or his wife Mary had called the Park County Sheriff's Off,rce to report
thr 'Kahnstatedtherewasnorecordofthiscal lhaving
been made in the onlv record on file was that of the felony menacing incidents reported
byseparateindividua1svfthispointclarlf iedttratfr1trsatthait ime
notcurrentlyresidingat6ri lhdhadbeenrentingthepropertytootherpeopIe.
Mr. Kahn advised that shortlv after thev had called the Park Countv Sheriff s Office Mr.
qEadlef tandreturnedhomebut justpr ior todoingsoadvisedMr'Kahnwhen
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the deputies arrived that l-re rvould return to give his statement. Mr. Kahn stated shorlly
after that, he observed a vehicle driving up the road which had out of state plates which
he did not recognrze and observed the vehicle drive o I Mr. Kahn stated
he had walked uLto the edge of the cul-de-sac however did not.nt.ebroperty
and asked the! who she was and what she was doing on the property. Mr. Kahn did
advise he was wearing his weapon which remained in its holster. Mr. Kahn advised that
the female party was offended or scared and was with a child. When she starled towards
the residence Mr. Kahn asked the female party a second time who she was and what she
was doing on the property, the female party entered the home.

Mr. Kahn advised after this occuned, he returned to the locationallflp
Shortly after he observed

another vehicle coming up the road. Mr. Kalin advised when he observed the second 2
I

vehicle, he was located on the west side of the road sitting down. Mr. Kahn advised that
tl-ris time he did have his w_gapon out of its hols had it flglqq on the-d14. Kahn 4-
explained the reason why he had removed the pistol from its holster was because when in
a sitting position the barrel of the weapon was sticking in the dirt. Mr. Kahn stated while
sitting observing this white vehicle driving up the road and initially thought that it may
have beeilhe stood up and walked to the opposite side of the road. Mr. Kahn
advised that he was s!illdins in the roadway not with the intent to impede traffic. Mr.
Kahn also advised that prior to walking cross road he hadpicked up hi
i@it. Mr. Kahn stated as the vehicle;psqadsdhi2!fitEF- {yi ilh.gnd in a 

-^"ner 
to in #r. Kahn , C ,"- n

but did not / /
t  t .v ' f  1,utuphrs l i . lo I  I

l tar tu .  lv l l  ,  r \4 lur  \

did advise he had asked the occupants of this vehicle who they were and whal they were l'Y - I
doing there. Mr. Kahn advised that the occupants of the vehicle responded stating that th6 |
theyhadrentedtheresidenceat#AfterbeingtoldthisMr'Kahnal lowedthel
parties in vehicle to continue. Mr. Kahn stated that these parties had filed a report that he
had threatened them.iMr. Kahn also clarified that Deputy Haruting and also written in his

#
report that Mr. Kahn tlueatened the occupants of that second vehicle. Mr. Kahn argued
that that was not how it happened however Deputy Hanning wrote it that way.

Mr. Kahn did advise that during the restraining order hearing that this female party had
admitted to herself that because she was so scared she in fact contact"dill urd
did not call 911. Mr. Kahn advised aft*eceived a caLlin turn informed the
female party to call the Sheriff s Office and advised them that she had felt threatened by
Mr. Kahn.

Shortly after his contact with the second vehicle and female party Deputy Hanning ,--7
arrived on scene. Mr. Kahn advised after Deputy Hanning's arrival, Deputy Hanning had 7
immediate1ytakenpossessionofhispistolwhichwaS@.--
distance from him on the ground. After Deputy Hanning had retrieved Mr. Khan's pistol , ,r/, _,
he returned with it to his patrol vehicle never saying a word to Mr. Kahn. Mr. '' /

=dstatedafterhesawpatroldeputydr ive-byhehadlef th is
re6idence and went back un to where Mr. Kahn was located. In addition while standin
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Kahrr advised that Deputy Haming was cordial with him however when Deputy Kinzle
arrived,
t

a
a

th
J-

returned. Deputy Hanning did request that Mr. Kahn and his wife complete a
statement as to what occurred. Mr. Kahn advised when he and his wife entered their
hometocompletethestatementforms,DeputyKinzleandDeputyHanning\m
Hfi iL. .Kalrnadvisedafterthea"put i" 'wereatqi i rbyieturnedtohis
residence. Mr. Kahn stated he explained to the deputies as to why he could not complete
his statement form and it was due to an active tremor that he has.

Mr. Kahn advised after he explained the issue with his statement form, the deputies
advised him that they were placing him under arrest. Mr. Kahn stated he wanted to know
why. Mr. Kahn also stated that at first the deputies didn't know what they were placing
him under arrest for, whether it would be for misdemeanor menacing or felony menacing,
Mr. Kahn felt the deputy had his mind already made up with respect to placing him under
arrest even though the deputy was not sure what the charge would be. Mr. Kahn goes on
to explain that for 70 t/z years he has never been arrested and for the last 25 years has not
even received a citation. The fact of his being arrested was an ordeal for him.

Mr. Kahn advised after he was arrested he was transported to the Park County Jail and
booked in. Kahn advised that his wife Mary had gathered all of his medications which is
what he needs in order to function. Mr. Kahn advised during his stay at the Park County
Jail, from 6 PM until about 8 AM the following morning no one would give him
medication. Mary interjected at this point and advised that she continued to call the jail
advising that Mr. Kahn would need his medications and if he doesn't have his
medications he would have a stroke. Mr. Kahn stated based on the fact that he could not
take his medication he did not feel so well and was shaking so bad to the point where
when he needed to go before thejudge thejail advised the court he could not appear due
to his condition. Mr. Kahn stated after that occurred they did get somebody to come in
and administer his medication after 14 hours of not having them.

Mr. Kahn stated prior to his being transported to the jail, after h. *uj-plggg! into custody
and when leaving his residence they drove past
Kahn asked the deputy if they would run a stop and pick up

Mr. Kahn stated because the fact that he had a gun and him asking people who they were
and where they were going, was more important than somebody trying to start a fire.
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Mr. Kahn continued to advise the reason as to his pleaing the case out, going on
probation was in order to create some peace wi d be satisfied.
When i asked Mr. Kahn to clarify, on the date July 1,2012, were Deputy Hanning and
Deputy Kinzle the only two deputies there that day, Mr. Kahn stated they were. When I
asked Mr. Kahn if they called the Park County Sheriff s Office to report the incidents
pertaining to the burnt sage, Mr. Kahn stated they did after they found it. When I asked
Mr. Kahn if it was reported through a normai telephone line or through 911, Mr. Kahn
advised hr b"li""rd it was through 911 but wasn't really sure. Mr. Kahn also stated he
believed phone call and Mary agreed with that. Mary did clarify that she
believed it  was 91 1.

When I asked Mr. Kahn if the deputies were advised of the medications after he was
arrested on July 1, Mr. Kahn and Mary Kahn both stated they were. Mary Kahn further
advised that when she gave the medication to the deputy she advised that he needed to
take his medication for the blood pressure otherwise it would get out of control. When I
asked if the deputies were also made aware of any medical conditions, Mr. Kahn advised
the deputies were aware that he had

. Mr. Kahn was specific to say that both
pETIes were made aware of that and it was explained to them at the time they were

trying to handcuff him while they all were within the home. Mary interjected and stated
that she yelled at the deputies advising them not to pull on his shoulder too hard because
he just had flv1r. Kahn advised the deputies did not pay attention to anything he or
his wife stated when pertaining to either the medication or his medical condition. Mr.
Kahn added to th4. statement idvising that the deputies wouldn't even 1aftJ

t and were only doing whafl wanted them to do. Mary
reiterated that she had called down to the jail several times late in the evening advising
deputies that Mr. Kahn needed those medications and she was told that they were waiting
for the nurse to arrive.

When I asked Mr. Kahn how many bottles of medication were handed over to deputies,
Mr. Kahn advise it wasn't bottle specifically he had a day-to-day planner which
contained his specific medications. Mary interjected at this point and advised that she did
retrieve the original containers for that medication because the deputies wanted to verify
what was in that day planner. When i clarified with Mr. Kahn at the tirne this incident
occurred and they provided the deputies with his medical history if he had the active
Daswel l ,Mi. .Kalrnadvisedthathedidandhehashadthosg}nG
frMr 'Kahnbel ievedthatbasedonDeputyKinzlestatementsmadeonMarch
21, 2012 pertaining to if he had to return that either one or both of them would be
arrested, Deputy Kinzle was finally able to follow through with that statement with Mr.
Kahn being arrested on July 1.

Mr. Kahn advisede*ew that come October 22,2013 Mr. Kahn would have met
his obligations with respect to his probation. Mr. Kahn also stated that he had been extra
careful as to not jeopardize his probation or his ability in the future to carry a firearm to
hunt. It should be noted based oqthis statement made by Mr. Kahn, it seemed to me he
was indicating his belie{knew the termination date of his probation was
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upcoming and therefore lodged a another complaint specifically April 28, 2013 in order
to prevent that frorn happening.

Mr. Kahn stated on April 28,2013 he and his son, Paul, were out on their property
cutting dead aspen trees and digging out the fence. Mr. Kahn advised he and his son
w'orked on the property up until 1 1:30 AM or 1 l:45 AM and went back to the residence
in order to eat lunch. While he, Mary and Paul were eating lunch Mary had noticed that

-as 

out oGsidence and told Mr. Kahn. Mr. Kahn stated he observec
walked up to the area where they had moved the stakes, placedlnds on her hips and
then turned around and went back into her residence where she froceeded to call the Park
County Sheriff s Office. Mr. Kahn stated the only reasonJlled the Sheriff s Office
was becausa-llnot happy with where Mr. Kahn plaffed on putting the fence. Mr.
KahnadvisedlrewasneVero'Gperty.Mr 'Kahnadvisedthathehadlookedat
thephotograplrst+dtaken,whichsheclaimedslro195|.thathewasontF
prop_erty, none of thos-photographs showed him being onlFtoperty. At this point Mr.
Ilhterjected and stated I had to understand that Mr. Kahn was not going to do
anything to screw things up and that Mr. Kahn is not a menacing type of guy.

Mr. Kahn advised while they were in the house his wife Mary had taken their dog
"Rooter" outside and placed him in the pen located at the rear of the residence. Mr. Kahn
advised that Rooter was deaf and an old dog. Around 3:00 PM (Mr. Kahn was not sure of
the exact time) he heard Rooter barking. After hearing the dog barking, Mr. Kahn went
outside in order to get Rooter and bring him back in the house. Mr. Kahn stated when he
let Rooter out of the pen area he bent over and grabbed Rooter by the hair (Rooter does
not wear a collar) to take him back into the home. Mr. Kahn stated when he walked onto
the deck with Rooter, he had noticed an individual to the right of him on the side of the
home but did not recognize who it was. At this point Mr. Kahn pulled out several
photographs and showed them to me providing an explanation. The first photograph
shown to me by Mr. Kahn was a photograph he had taken of the dog pen from the back
door of the residence. The second picture that was shown to me was of the back door of
the lesidence taken while standing in front of the dog pen. Both photographs contained a
date stamp of June 21,2013. In addition to the first two photographs, Mr. Kahn also
showed me two additional photographs which did not contain a date stamp however
claimed they were taken around 3 o'clock in the afternoon approximately the same time
Deputy Haming came up on April 28,2013. The first photograph was taken from the
deck looking out to the side of the residence showing the top of a hot tub a pine tree and
partially of a males head. The second photograph depicted the same scenery and that of a
male party were only the shoulders and head were visible.

Mr. Kahn stated when he saw the individual it somewhat stattled him because he did not
know who it was. Mr. Kahn did state that he had assumed it was Deputy Hanning who
was walking up the side of the residence only because it was Deputy Haruring who
entered his home. Mr. Kahn advised that he brought the dog into the residence, clarified
that the interior door was open with the storm door closed, walked the dog through the
kitchen to the edge of the living and dining room and released the dog in order for him to
so to his bed after tellins him to do so. Mr. Kahn said after he released the doe he turned



arollnd with the intention to go back outside to see who it was coming up. When he made
it part way tluough the kitchen Deputy Hanning busted into the home and advised Mr.
Kahn "you don't go into the house on me." Mr. Kahn stated after Deputy Haming made
that staternent, Deputy Haming approached him and kneed Mr. Kahn in the groin as hard
as he could. Mr. Kahn stated after he was struck he collided against the kitchen counter
and then fell to the floor with his right leg extended out. Mr. Kahn stated after falling to
the floor Deputy Hanning continued to tell Mr. Kahn to turn over but he was having a
hard time catching his breath.

Mr. Kalrn stated he asked Deputy Hanning what he was doing there and afterwards Mary
had asked Deputy Hanning if he had a warrant. Mary stated that she was right at the
entrance of the kitchen by the dining room watching all this transpire. Mary stated she did
ask Deputy Hanning what he was doing in the house, that he couldn't just bust into the
home and tl-rat he was hurting Mr. Kahn lr4r. Kahn interjected stating that Deputy
Haming advised that he did not need a warrant and he could do whatever it is that he
wanted. Mr. Kahn advised 20 to 30 seconds after this transpired Deputy Kinzle entered
the residence. Mr. Kahn advised that Deputy Kinzle, according to his son who was
working on chainsaws outside, came up the opposite side of the residence.

Mr. Kahn stated that while he's lying on the floor with his right extended, having a
hard
O places his boot on his right leg and begins twisting it and at the same time Deputy
KinzleadvisesMr.Kahrr thatheAtthispointMr.Kahn
asks Deputy Kinzle who his friend is and Deputy Kinzle responds mumbling something
that Mr. Kahn didn't understand. As this is ongoing Deputy Hanning advises Mr. Kahn to
roll over onto his stomach and place his hands behind his back. Mr. Kahn advises Deputy
Hanning that he could not do that because Deputy Kinzle was standing on his leg. Mary
interjected advising that she was yelling at Deputy Kinzle advising him that he was going
to break Mr. Kahn's leg and that he can't turn over while Deputy Kinzle is standing on
him and to get off of Mr. Kahn. Mr. Kahn further stated that Deputy Kinzle at least three

When I asked Mr. Kahn how he knew that Deputy Kinzle was referring toIIlIl
Mr. Kahn responded stating it was because of the history since Marchzl,2012 where
Deputy Kinzle advised him if he had to come back one of them was going to be arrested.
Mr. Kahn stated July t he was arrested and then Deputy Kinzle came back on April 28,
2013 and was arrested. Mr. Kahn stated he had had the opportunity to listen to the
dispatch call that transpired on April 28 and a part of that reeordin4Dthat Mr.
Kahn and his son were out messing around with the property pins. It did not mention one
word about trespassing, sawing trees but only they were messing around with property
pins and Ml. Kahn has a restraining order. Mr. Kahn stated he was advised by Deputy
Kinzle as to the reason why they were there and it was because he was trespassing and
messing with trees. Mr. Kahn stated the only way Deputy Kinzle could have known that
would be becaus{had called his cell phone and advised Deputy Kinzle of this
because it was not on the dispatch recording. Mr. Kahn also stated that in the past Deputy
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@Mr.Kahnisspeci f ic to ident i fythedateofthisstatementasbeingJuly
1,2012.I t  should be not same information but this
time identified

Wlien I asked Mr. Kahn if his use of the words hopped up is his indicating or suggesting
that the deputies may have been under the influence of something, Mr. Kahn responded
that he was indicating they were using some kind of drug. Mr. Kahn also stated when he
had spoken with Undersheriff Monte Gore if he had the deputies submit to a drug test.
Thdtrndersheriff s response to this was that he had not althoush Mr. Kahn believed that

When I asked Mr. Kahn if he could recall how many times Deputy Kinzle made this
statement "I'm going to tase you," Mr. Kahn stated it was at least five times. Mr. Kahn
advised that after the denuties had him rolled over in his hands behind his back
handcuffed, a neighbor who Mr. Kahn-identifiedff came over and attempted to
come in. Mr. Kahn further advised that Deputy Kinzle would not allowCb enter.ilru'#,*ffryJXilh:

r. Kahn did state
that this was told to him . Kahn stated that Mary
eventually went outside, and when Deputy Kinzle steppedbff to the side Dave entered
the home. WhdlDtered the home he advised Deputy Hanning that what he was
doing to Mr. Kahn was not right. Mr. Kahn stated that Deputy Hanning in turn advised

eif he did not leave the home that he would be placed under arrest.

When asked Mr. Kahn after Deputy Kinzle holstered his Taser if Deputy Kinzle used any
other item, Mr. Kahn stated not that he could remember and Mary stated in the
background no. When I asked Mr. Kahn to clarify while Deputy Kinzle was touching the
Taser to his body that he did not deploy the Taser by pulling the trigger Mr. Kahn advised
that he did not and was only poking him with it. When I asked Mr. Kahn, from what he
previously stated, if he had pictures indicating where he rvas poked with the Taser Mr.
Kahn stated that his attorney had them but he also had copies on his computer. Mr. Kahn

s'^*- ;n.^ ' , t "u, .^- '^ '  "  ' '  ! ' ' r  "  I t l l l l f  l |WlU l l l I I l r l l l t l l l l t  " "
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he should. When Mr. Kahn ask
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clarified that Mr. Kahn did
indicate that based on the incident he was still having ploblems
When I asked Mr. Kalm if it would be okay that I received a copy of those photographs,
Mr. Katur advised he assuined that it would be.

At this point in the interview Mr. Kahn started going tluough medical reports medicai
bills and when coming across the UPRAD run repod Mary advised that the lady
identified asIWho signed the form advised, after Mary had called her at a later
t ime'herafterlearningthereport ingparty,snameGdvised
l-\sed to own a residence in the Wagon Tongue subdiv-ision and thatO
caused a lot of problems in that subdivision by allowing renters of,rome to use the
recreational area which apparentiy was not allowed. Becausfiffiq>

tffi:::,'J:iil::Xililff:1'ry ;"'

G"dvisedthat|]risisnotsomett'ngEl@l'utIwasawareofbutIbelievethat
there had to be a certain reasonableness as to how you handle the situation for example if
you have a person in custody who is being violent that would be a consideration. When
we continue to talk about the medical records Mr. Kahn and Mary both advised that the
doctors were willing to provide me with a written statement pertainir€-hMr.
Kahnspeci f ical lyreferst{FfhehadonhieI}datthet imeofthe
incident on April 28,2013 after Deputy Hanning had knocked him intolhe countertop,
Deputy HarLning approaches him puts his foot out grabs Mr. Kahn by the'arrii'afd'throws'*
into the ground on top or '' ' fl-rr I I ll | ! Mr. Kahn did advise that after
this incident he went and visitedlilhhe person who performed theaand

Mr. Kahn did advise after t
i thotherareasfl

r. Kahn advised it was his risht
the area locafed above it which was causing them problems. Mr. Kahn also

complainedthatafterreceivingurufromthehospital,Deputy
Hanning refused to give Mr. Kahn his medication during the transport from the hospital
to Park County Jail.

Mr. Kahn advised that after the altercation with tne aeputief,'ffiOeputy Hanning
seeing Mr. Kahn was in pain Deputy Hanning's demeanor clr4aged. Based on this
deputies contacted EMS and flight ior life. Vt.. funtt 4ia aanffi?tBp he was checked by
EMTs and eputy Haruring to go outside
with him to show him the area that was in question. Mr. Kahn again advised that this
could 'vebeenavoidedhadtheyjusts implygonedndspokenwif lD
first, looked at the photographs which would've absolved Mr. Kahn of any wrongdoing.
After Mr. Kahn explained this to Deputy Hanning, Deputy Hanning responded advising
that's not how they did it.

' i

i, ,{,-,.

better however he still h
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Mr. Kahn at this point reflected back on a meeting that he had with Undersheriff Gore in
the recent past pertaining to 1he incident on April 28,2073. Mr. Kallr stated during this
meeting he was offended by statement that was made to him by Undersheriff Gore.
Undersheliff Gore had explained that Deputy Kinzle and Deputy Hanning prior to their
anival at Mr. Kahn's home, had discussed what they were going to do and how because
Mr. Kahn rniglit have firearms because he was a hunter. At this point Mr. Kahn posed the
question asking if the Sheriff s Office profiled hunters as being different than anyone
else. I explained to Mr. Kahn that it was not a matter of the Sheriff s office profiling due
to the fact that he was a hunter but more so the fact that he owned weapons. I explained
this answer to Mr. Kahn stating that the officers who responded had a discussion about
his owning weaponry and from the year previous, July I ,2012, where he had been
arrested for felony menacing with a firearm. The reason for this being a topic
ofconversation was due to the deputies assessing the potential of their safety being at risk
and not solely because he was a hunter.

After having explained this to Mr. Kahn, Mr. Kahn still believed the deputies were wrong
in how they proceeded with this investigation and feels that the Deputies should have
gone irst because had they done so this would've been avoided. Mr. Kahn
feels that the excuse made by the deputies that because he was a hunter therefore
dangerous was inexcusable and nothing more than them trying to cover up their actions.
Mr. Kahn stated early on in this altercation while he was laying on the kitchen floor,
Deputy Haruring advised him that if he would go to the hospital to be checked out he
would not be arrested or charged.

t*

Mr. Kahn identified the locations of where these alleged statements were made by
Deputy Hanning; once while he was laying on the kitchen floor, once while outside
walking around the property and while they were standing close by the cul-de-sac. Mr.
Kalur stated while outside Deputy Hanning approached him and handed him a cell phone
advising that Sgt. Tonjes wished to speak with him. Mr. Kahn advised the conversation
consisted of Sgt. Tonjes advising him that if he would agree to have his wife take him to
the hospital to have him checked that there would be no charges brought against Mr.
Kahn. Mr. Kahn advised that he agreed to that. Mr. Kahn stated while outside Deputy
Kinzlehadgoneu#houseandwasupthereforapproximately20minutes'After
Deputy Kinzle completed speaking withflhe met with Deputy Hanning and confered
for a brief moment. After Deputy Kinzle and Deputy Hanning met, Deputy Hanning
returned to Mr. Kahn and advised that he would be placing Mr. Kahn under arrest ilD
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Mr. Kahn stated after the deputies and placed him in handcuffs he had asked the deputies
what the charges against him were to be, Mr. Kahn stated the deputies replied they did
not know at that time. Mr. Kahn stated during his transporl, although he could not recall
whether it was to the hospital or from the hospital to jail, Deputy Hanning brought up tl-re
incident in July 2012 ft speaks of how Mr. Kahn pled no contest to a misdemeanor charge
into one year probationary period and at the end of this he was to get his gun back that
was taken from him during that incident. During this conversation Mr. Kahn claimed that
Deputy Hanning advised Mr. Kahn that he may not get his gun back for the possibility
that it could be stolen. Mr. Kahn replied that was not the case he had possession that
weapon since the early 60s to mid 60s. Mr. Kahn felt that this was odd that Deputy
Haming would bring up this incident on an unrelated incident. Mr. Kahn advised later on
when he had the meeting with Undersheriff Gore that same subject was brought up
Undersheriff Gore explained to Mr. Kahn that originally when running the weapon
tluough the system it showed it as possibly being stolen however through further research
it was determined that that was not the weapon in question therefore not stolen.

h{flf Mr. Kahn as well caused him concern. Mr. Kahn stated basically what
happened and transpired that day was nothing less than criminal on the part of the
deputies involved, and Mary interjected claiming that it seemed to be as if it were Mafia
activity. Mr. Kahn claimed that because of what happened and what was done to him by
the deputies, he was scared that the deputies would return atalaler time, somewhat
i"Ai"4g{gt the request *nd do him in. Mary at this point interjected advising that

uses them. Mr. Kahn stated over the'last four
yearsinthedifferentoff icersthatwereinthatareaonvariouscomplaifrnot

. Kahn believes this based on thinss that have
been said and things that have been done; for example the use of the cell
statement made by

to his rudeness and disrespect not only towards Mr.
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unsure as to who, he was half way between the dog panel gate in the backdoor of the
home bent over with the dos in tow.

When I asked Mr. Kahn if he could estimate what the distance was between the backdoor
to the end of the kitchen where it enters the dining/living room area of the home, Mr.
Kahn initially estimated it to be 12 feet. After using a tape measure, the area measured
between the backdoor to the entrance of the kitchen measured at approximately i6 t/z feet.
When I advised Mr. Kahn of Deputy Hanning's statement in his report which stated upon
Deputy Hanning's entry into the Kahn home he was met by Mr. Kahn with both hands up
balled into fists at chest level, Mr. Kahn replied that was an absolute lie. When I advised
Mr. Kahn Deputy Hanning's report further stated that upon Deputy Hanning grabbing
Mr. Kahn's arms, Mr. Kahn atternpted to pull away and was yelling at Deputy Hanning,
Mr. Kahn replied that that was as well a lie. Mr. Kahn further stated that Mary was
present when this occurred and that not one thing was said, he never raised his hands and
Deputy Hanning never grabbed his hands. Mr. Kahn stated Deputy Hanning simply carne
into his home and kneed him in the groin before he even knew what was occurring.
Should be noted that at one point Mr. Kahn does advise that he does not have immediate
possession of his firearms that all the firearms are locked up in the safe he does not have
the combination to that safe and because of his active tremors would have the inability to
open that safe. Mr. Kahn also advised that his wife Mary is the only one that has the
combination.

At this point Mr. Kahn advised although he was not cerlain as to what the deputies were
"on" or what they may have taken, and was certain that it was not alcohol as he could
smell anything but there was a noticeable difference in their demeanor over the | % to 2
hour time frame. In Mr. Kahn's assessment he believed that Deputy Kinzle is the one
who pushed the buttons and Deputy Hanning did the work on both incidents, July 1,2072
and April 28,2013. At this point Mr. Kahn went through a timeline where he identified
thefol iowing;March21,20I2DeputyKinzlerespondstoacomplaintmadeF|
he meets with and provides a business card to, July 1, 2012 Deputy Kinzle tells the
Kahn's tl nd Mr. Kahn ii arrested, on April 28,

When I asked Mr. Kahn, based on his conversation with Undersheriff Gore, if he had
completed a statement as requested by the undersheriff, Mr. Kahn advised that he had not
given that I was going to interview him and didn't think based on that it was necessary.
Mr. Kahn stated he told Undersheriff Gore the exact same thing he told me during this
interview. Mr. Kahn stated that the undersheriff appeared to be appalled at some of the
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things that they had expressed to him during their meeting. Mr. Kahn further stated that
after wlrat occurred on April 28,2013 these two deputies should not be ernployed by larv
enforcement in the United States. Mr. Kahn stated that he would not lie and that he would
be willing to take a polygraph and that he would pass it.

Mr. Kalm did advise that there was a statement made by Deputy Kinzle on April 28,20L3
specificall n he was speaking to Mary on the back deck and advised
that
co
^,

ilFF!. In addition Mr. Kahn also brought up an incident that occurred after the
initial inquiry began by Capt. Hancock, one day Mr. Kahn had observed an individual
driving a vehicle go to the cul-de-sac on Bear Trail stopped and parked for a brief

The following is a medical history provided to me b

Interview was concluded at approximately 8:20 PM

At a later date I researched two aspects based on statements made by Mr. Kahn; one
being deputies or staff members of the Park County Jail refusing to provide Mr. Kahn
with medications when thev were necessary and the other where Mr. Kahn claimed there
lrad been no record made of the complaint filed on July 1,20^12

medicines I specifically researched the Park County Jail ATIMsmedlclnes i specllically researcneo me rarK uounly J all A I llvls oaraDase. un J uly I ,
2012 where Mr. Kahn was arrested for felony menacing the only information pertaining
to Mr. Kaha's booking was completed on July 1, 2012 aI11.46 PM and that he had been
released from the facility on July 2,2012 at 3:48 PM the only floor notes that are listed in
tlris database shows that on July 2, 2012 at 12:16 AM that no FBI or SID numbers were
found. The only other two notations shows as an initial assignment on July 2,2012 at
3:14 AM where Mr. Kahn is placed into a holding cell number two and the second
notation is on July 2,2012 at 3:48 PM were Mr. Kahn is released from holding cell
number two.

On the date of April 28, 2013 Mr. Kahn is booked into the Park County Jail on the same
date at approximately 10:12 PM. At approximately 10:48 PM the deputies had called
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medical and left a message for the inmate status and his prescriptions. In addition the
notes show that the inmate, Mr. Kahn, advised deputies that he would not need his
prescribedmedicationbutwasrequestingfrforhispain.Thedeputiesadvised
that Mr. Kahn would see the nurse in the morning and also notated that Mr. Kahn had a

-At 
approximately 10:59 PM deputies at the

jail received a telephone call from Mary Kahn who was asking about her husband's
medications, if he was hurt and if he was okay. The deputy responded by advising Mrs.
Kahn that he could not provide that information to her. The remainder of the floor notes
do not indicate anything significant until at approximately 6:49 AM on April 29, 2013
were Mr. Kalin was able to make bond throush Mountain Jack Bail Bonds.

As to Mr. Kahn statements pertaining to there being no record of his report on July 1,
I was able to locate Park Countv

Communications CAD call number 75859. This was a report Mr. Kalin made on July-l;
20I2at6:32PM'Intherepoft l reclaimsthatI f i | |herwhiteincolor. I f
having thrown burnt debris out of her vehicle. Park County Communications did receive
al icenseplatenumbertoavehic lewhichdidl ist f f ishouldbenoted
however that reviewing this CAD call summary there were no deputies assigned or
advised of this cornplaint.

Interview of Sgt. Welles Tonies

On June 25,2013 at approximately 3:01 PM I met with Sgt. Tonjes in my office located
at the Park County Sheriff s Office in order to speak with him reference his having a
conversation with Mr. Kahn on April 28,2013 while deputies were on scene. Prior to
conducting the interview, Sgt. Tonjes was provided with a Conhdentiality warning,
Notice to an Administrative interview and a "Garrity" Waiver. All three forms were
signed by Sgt. Tonjes and L This interview was recorded.

At the beginning of the interview i explained to Sgt. Tonjes, during my interview with
Mr. Kahn, Mr. Kahn had mentioned while deputies were on scene on April 28,2013, that
either one or both deputies had been on the telephoqe often times with him. At one point
Mr. Kahn advised that one of the two deputies had handed him his cell phone advising
that Sgtsf;4
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rehedeput ieshadconcernbasedorr t l renatureofthecal l , inorderfor
them to contact the reportingparty they would have to drive by Mr. Kahn's residence.
Sgt. Tonjes did advise he did not remember if the deputies had seen Mr. Kahn outside of
his residence or if they initially decide to stop there first.

When the deputies stopped at the Kahn residence, they approached the residence and at
this point Sgt. Tonjes believed Deputy Hanning saw Mr. Kahn in the backyard. Deputy
Haming approached the area of the backyard, identified himself and after doing so Mr.
Kalrn took off and headed towards the door of the residence. Deputies Hanning and
Kinzle both advised Sgt. Tonjes they had prior experience with Mr. Kahn in a felony
menacing charge involving weapons which caused an immediate concern. Sgt. Tonjes
continued to explain Deputy Hanning followed Mr. Kahn into the residence. In addition
Sgt. Tonjes believed Mr. Kahn had a dof with him to release the dog prior to going into
the home. Deputy Haruring explained to Sgt. Tonjes he was concerned with his and
Deputy Kinzle safety based on Mr. Kahn's action by entering the horne. Deputy Hanning
enteted the home Mr. Kalrn turned on him and was standing with his fists clenched and
challenging Deputy Hanning.

Sgt. Tonjes explained Deputy Hanning had advised after being confronted he grabbed
Mr. Kahn's hands or fists in order to stop him however Mr. Kahn had resisted. Sgt.
Tonjes stating he believes right after grabbing the hands or fists of Mr. Kahn, Deputy
Hanning conducted the strike in order to put Mr. Kahn down. Sgt. Tonjes stated
apparently after this incident occurred, Deputy Kinzle either came in during or after this
occurred but was uncertain. Sgt. Tonjes fuither explained that he was advised that it only
had been Deputy Hanning, Deputy Kinzle and Mr. Kahn present at the time of the
incident. Sgt. Tonjes explained the deputies had called him at the time the paramedics
were on scene and Mr. Kahn having refused to be transported. Sgt. Tonjes was under the
understandine that Mr. Kahn : Sgt. Tonjes stated that
the deputies were going to charge Mr. Kahn with either resisting arrest and/or obstruction
because of the violation of the protection order. It should be noted that Sgt. Tonjes
advised he was persistent on Mr. Kahn receiving mgdical treatment. Sgt. Tonjes also
explained that Deputy Kinzle had also called for flight for life because of the injury and
was concerned of Mr. Kahn having a heart attack. Sgt. Tonjes was aware that flight for
life did show up however did not land.

Sgt. Tonjes advised that the conversation he had with Mr. Kahn, he'd told one of the
deputies (doesn't recall which one) that he wished to speak with Mr. Kalu. When
speaking with Mr. Kahn he explained to Mr. Kahn his concern for his receiving rnedical
treatment. Mr. Kahn advised Sgt. Tonjes that Mr. Kahn's wife would take him to the
doctor and he would forget about all this if he were not to receive any charges. Sgt.
Tonjes advised he specifically told Mr. Kahn that he could not do that Sgt. Tonjes further
explained to Mr. Kahn that Mr. Kahn was going to the hospital and would at least receive
a citation if nothing else. It should be noted that Sgt. Tonjes advised originally he was not
aware of Mr. Kahn being on probation for the previous felony menacing charge. After
Sgt. Tonjes found that to be the case, he believed that was the reason for Mr. Kahn not
wanting charges filed rvhich could potentially violate his probation status. It should be
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noted Mr. Kalrn's had received a deferred judgment on the felony menacing case from
2012. When i clarified with Sgt. Tonjes if tlie probationary information was learned
during the investigation on scene or after the incident, Sgt. Tonjes advised he learned of it
during the on scene investigation. Sgt. Tonjes clarified stating when he thought about the
incident, what had transpired in the injury Mr. Kahn received he decided that Mr. Kahn
needed to be arrested and taken to the hospital and consequently transported to the Park
LOUntV Jar l .

Sgt. Tonjes advised he did not tell Mr. Kalm one way or the other what was going to

Z */zr'
/6n*"2

lrappen and made the decision for arrest after being informed by deputies. The deputies €-r/77
did r-rot charge the violation of protection order because the reporting r-t //rrraclqse to I00 {'1 , .<7 // € '
photographs and if t on. /27a51

When I asked Sgt. Tonjes for clarification as to when he actually learned of the defened
judgment and what information was given to him in order to base his decision Sgt. Tonjes
replied advising he did not know there was a deferred judgment at that time. Sgt. Tonjes
did not find out about the deferred judgment until after the incident occurred. When I
asked Sgt. Tonjes what specific information he did have to make the decision to arrest
Mr. Kalrn, Sgt. Tonjes advised it was the felony menacing charge in the past, the fact
Kahn ran into the residence, the fact that Mr. Kahn turned on Deputy Hanning in an
aggressive manner and the injury Mr. Kahn had sustained. Sgt. Tonjes did not feel
comfortable with Mr. Kahn's wife taking him to the hospital when in fact, if that was not
to happen was the potential concern of Mr. Kahn

When Sgt. Tonjes spoke with Mr. Kahn, Mr. Kahn advised him he was taking his dog
into the house and wasn't necessarily not complying with deputies; Sgt. Tonjes stated that
did not rnake sense to him. Sgt. Tonjes questioned why Mr. Kahn had released his dog
and why did lr4r. Kahn do an aggressive stance with Deputy Hanning. When asked if Mr.
Kahn made any other reference about his dog, Sgt. Tonjes only stated Mr. Kahn advised
he was taking the dog into the home. Sgt. Tonjes advised Mr. Kahn might've said he let
the dog go but he could not recall. Sgt. Tonjes advised all he could remember was Mr.
Kahn telling him he was taking the dog into the home and either Deputy Kinzle or
Deputy Hanning stated Mr. Kahn release the dog before he got close to the door. Sgt.
Tonjes advised, subsequently he went out to Mr. Kahn's residence with Detective
Hanning was assigned to investigate the violation of protection order on a later date. Sgt.
Tonjes did further advised they were able to establish that there had been a violation in
that there were a total of 42 photographs of Mr. Kahn on Park County property adjacent
to Miss Leo's property which in essence was a violation of the protection order.

Interview was concluded at approximately 3:28 PM

After the interview with Sgt. Tonjes was concluded, I mentioned to Sgt. Tonjes that I was
tracking down the EMT personnel who were on scene that I wished to speak with to
determine if they may have heard any statements from Kahn relating to the incident. Sgt.
Tonies advised that he believed there had been some statements collected from
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Emergency Service personnel who were on scene but he was uncertain as to whom they
were. Sgt. Tonjes believed he had received them by email and stated he would email
them to me.

On June 25,2013 at
supervisor for th mbulance District
callingflwas
events that occurred
speak wi

reason to

to see if I would be able to speak wit bout the
on April 28,2073. It should be noted that the reason for wanting to
was due to a clairn by Mr. and Mrs. Kahn thatrtr was

When I explained the

fFut a volunteer fire fighter for the Lake George Fire Protection District.ts
did advise that the paramedics who were on scene

amedics were in fact currentlv on dutv
and were working out of the Florissant Ambulance Barn till five the next morning.
I; advised he was fine with rne speaking with the paramedics and provided rne
with the barn's phone number.

After speaking withG I checked my email to see if Sg1. Tonjes found the emails
and if he emailed them to me. I did receive two emails from Sgt. Tonjes which contained
two typed written statements. One was
was from Lake George Fire Protection

The following was the statement submiffed

"JLtne I3, 20I3

The neighbor came to the door and the deputy in the corner of the kitchen asked hint to
leave. Mr. Kahn continued to talk to him. We explained that we also needed him to leave
as Mr. Kahn's blood pressure was rising and we needed to cqlm hint down. The neighbor
complied. We also asked the wife to move the large, fr"iendly dog to another room so we
could have more working space and she complied.

L
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had previously been called by sonteone else, and continue to assist with writing the
as s e s s me nt informa ti on.

IIl'
HI,
In Addition to the written statement submitted bv
Tonjes also provided me with
the events of April 28,2013.

written statement as to

"At I 3 :2 5 Lake George Fire Received a PAGE to respond to above address, to check out
partyinvolvedinaltercationhavingchestpain.

fsr life was also responding due to chest pain.
to assist in the landing of the helicopter.aGAmbulance arrived on scene at the
sante titne. During the tinte I was waitingfor the helkopter, the neighbor (male, 65-ish)
u,as complaining to nte about the treatment by the fficer of the patient at the tinte of the
officer's arrival. He starcd that the fficer slantmed the patient (party) to the floor for no
reason. Neighbor was very vocal on the subject for about I0 ntin. Until I got busy with
the helicopter which was being stood down by the ambulance crew inside. I had no other
contact with anyone else other thanfirefghter

-"Interview Of Deputy Tysin Kinzle

On June 25,2013 at approximately 6:00 PM I met with Deputy Kinzle in my office
located at the Park County Sheriff s Office in reference to the events on April 28,2013.
prior to conducting the interview, Deputy Kinzle was provided with a Confidentiality
Warning, Notice To An Administrative Interview and a "Garrity" Waiver. All three
forms were signed by Deputy Kinzle and I. This interview was recorded.

scene and left the area.
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At the beginning of the interview i requested Deputy Kinzle, in a narrative fortn, to
provide me with the circumstances of the call that transpired on April 28,2013. Deputy
Kinzle advised on that particular date he and Deputy Hanning were assigned to work the
Fairplay district area. On this day Deputy Kinzle advised there was a radio call of a
trespass in progress which was aired by the Park County Communication Center. During
the airing of this radio call dispatch provided the addresses and names of involved
persons which Deputy Kinzle advised he immediately recognized due to past
involvement with same parties and addresses. Deputy Kinzle identified the addresses as

and identified the persons involved as being
RichardKahrrand|EDeputyKinzlealsoadviseduetopreviouscontactswith
the named parties he was aware of a protection order in place identifyinrElas the
protected person und Mt. Kahn as thB_f.esltaint. Deputy Kinzle did request the Park
County Cornmunication Center to confirm the protection order which they did.

Deputy Kinzle and Deputy Hanning responded to that location quickly and in a safe
manner due to it being a potential protection order violation and knowing of the past
tr;storfgfuroblglgs between the two parties involved. Deputy Kinzle advised prior to
their arrival on scene both he and Deputy Hanning stopped at a location that was out of
visual contact with both residences in order to determine a plan as to how they would
approach and who they would approach first. Deputy Kinzle advised that he had also
requested Park County Communication during this time to contact|lEDto deterrnine
if-still had visual contact of Mr. Kahn and where he was cunently at. Deputy Kinzle
described the area of the subdivision where both parties resided as being a one way in and
one way out street wliich cul-de-sacs at the end of Bear Trail.llllproperty is
located at the end of Bear Trail on the cul-de-sac and Mr. Kahn's residence is located iust
prior to the cul-de-sac with the front of the residence facing Bear Trail.

Deputy Kinzle advised during the time they were stopped waiting for Park County
Cornmunications to provide them with the informatio*as to Mr. Kahn's location, he and
Deputy Hanning began to formulate a plan and discuss past history contacts with Mr.
Kahn andIIb. Deputy Kinzle advised they discussed Mr. Kahn, the past history in
2012 pertaining to the felony menacing with a revolver, how Mr. Kahn is easily irritated
and his ability to be upset or irate, the fact they would have to pass Mr. Kahn's house to
meet witilIlDthe fact that Mr. Kahn had weapons is what they considered as a
whole and determined they would contact Mr. Kahn first.

Deputy Kinzle advised after he and Deputy Hanning had agreed that would be the course
of action they would take, both had driven up to and pulled into the driveway in front of
the Kahn residence. Deputy Kinzle explained the reason as to why they did this was due
to there being no good way of approaching the residence short of parking one-mile down
the road from the residence and walking in through the woods. After arriving at the Kahn
residence both deputies exited their vehicle and approached wliat appeared to be the front
door of the home. Deputy Kinzle advised he knew this door not to be the front door
commonly used by the residence from previous experiences. Deputy Kinzle described
this door as being on the front of the residents next to a garage door.
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Deputy Kinzle advised when they approached the front door they knocked severaltimes
with no answer from within. Deputy Kinzle stated after receiving no answer he had
moved to the right side of the residence while Deputy Hanning motioned to him
indicating that Deputy Hanning would walk up the left side of the residence to see if
anl,thing was behind the horne. Deputy Kinzle advised after Deputy Hanning left and
went to the left side of the home he lost visual contact of Deputy Hanning and remained
close to the front door in case someone came to the door from within. Shortly after losing
visual contact with Deputy Hanning, Deputy Kinzle could hear Deputy Hanning say
"Richard stop" and could hear Deputy Hanning yelling but could not recall what
specifically Deputy Hanning was yelling. Based on this Deputy Kinzle knew Deputy
Hanning had made contact with Mr. Kahn.

Deputy Kinzle advised after hearing Deputy Haruring yelling, he irnmediately started
ruming up the right side of the residence and while doing so had two things going
tluough his mind; if Deputy Hanning was in visual or physical contact with Mr. Kahn and
his concern as to whether he wouid be in a crossfire situation when reaching the rear side
of the property. Deputy Kinzle advised as he made his way up the right side of the
residence, l-re could hear banging coming from within the residence as if someone was
jumping up and down or hitting the wall. After hearing this Deputy Kinzle called Deputy
Hanning on the radio asking if Deputy Hanning was "code 4". Deputy Hanning
immediately advised he was in a fight. Deputy Kinzle advised immediately after hearing
this he drew his Taser from its holster rounded the comer of the residence and made his
way up several stairs to the back where he gained acces of the residence through the rear
door. When entering the residence he observed Mr. Kahn lying on his back face up with
@irandalsoobservedDeputyHanningonhiskneesaboveMr.Kalrn
with his hands up in the defensive position commanding Mr. Kahn to stop resisting.

Deputy Kinzle advised based on his observation with Mr. Kahn being resistive, not
obeying orders given by Deputy Hanning and in an aggressive manner shaking his fist
stating "you can't do this, you can't do this, you can't be here" it was clear that Mr. Kahn
was resistive and not cornpliant with deputies. In addition Deputy Kinzle also observed
Mr. Kahn's wife"star*ding directly above Deputy Hanning with one hand on the counter
and the other on her hip laughing. Deputy Kinzle did order Mr. Kahn's wife to back away
and if shq.didn't she rvould be placed in custody for obstruction. Deputy Kinzle advised
that Mr. Khan's wife refused to comply however at the same time Deputy Kinzle with his
Taser drawn was ordering Mr. Kahn to stop resisting. Deputy Kinzle stated he had his
Taser pointed in an area located between Mr. Kalm's neck and lower chest all the while
his index finger was indexed along the side of the Taser. Deputy Kinzle stated he partly
believed he was not going to use the Taser but only use it as a compliance tool in the
hopes that it Mr. Kahn would become compliant. Deputy Kinzle advised that did not
work. He recalled Mr. Kahn looking at him and stating "fuck you, you can't be in my
fucking house, you need to get out of here". Deputy Kinzle responded to Mr. Kahn that
he could do whatever he wanted as long as Mr. Kahn was beating up on his buddy and
then told Mr. Kahn he needs to roll over onto his belly and place his hands behind his
back. Deputy Kinzle advised after Mr. Kahn not being compliant to his order he removed
the cartridge from his Taser with the intent of placing the Taser on Mr. Kahn's leg in
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order to drive stun hirn. Deb6bKinzle advised when he placed the Taser on Mr. Kalur's
leg he had ordered Mr. Kaln to turn over several tirnes however Mr. Kahn was not
compliant. Deputy Kinzle stated at this point he realized that the mere sight of the Taser
or even drive stunning Mr. Kallr was not likely to gain compliance.

Deputy Kinzle stated after realizing that the Taser did not have the desired effect he
reinserted the cartridge and re-holstered the Taser. At this point he removed his
collapsible baton, extended it, and ordered Mr. Kahn by stating "roll over and put your

lDhunds behind your back". Deputy Kinzle stated after saying this Mr. Kahn
imrnediately cornplied and did as he was told. At this point Deputy Hanning was able to
place one handcuff on Mr. Kahn's left-hand however while doing this Mr. Kahn had
moved his right hand underneath his body. Deputy Kinzle stated after this occurred he
placed the end of his baton on Mr. Kahn's right shoulder in order to pin it down to
prevent Mr. Kalrr from rolling over or potentially using his right hand to swing at
deputies. Deputy Kinzle advised somehow Deputy Haming was able to remove Mr.
Kahn's right hand from undemeath him and after doing so placed the other handcuff on
Mr. Kahn's right hand. After Mr. Kalrr was secured and rolled to a side, Mr. Kahn began 6creczto hyperventilate and complained about his chest. DgButv Hanning asked Mr. Sahn if he
nes!lec!anambulance,Mr.Kahnadvisedthathedid._DeputyKff i
County Communications and requested they dispatch.an ?mbulance/helicopt " l-, -- /the suspft was potenti k. It's important to note, Deputy Kinzle G- cao
was made aware by Mr. Kahn's wife that Mr. Kahn did have heart problems and high
blood pressure. This information was obtained after Deputy Kinzle asked of any medical
history.

Deputy Kinzle stated at this point they removed the cuffs from Mr. Kahn and sat him up
right in order to alleviate some of the pain that Mr. Kahn was suffering from. Deputy
Kinzle advised almost imrnediately after releasing Mr. Kahn from restraints, Mr. Kahn
became argumentative and advising the deputies they had no right being there and he
cannot believe they kicked in the door. At this time Mr. Kahn's wife also became
argumentative stating the same reasons as her husband. Deputy Kinzle stated that Mr.
Kahn'swifespecif ical lyaccusedhimofbeingfriendswitff i

Mr. Kahn's wife advised the
deputies that she did not understand why they went to their residence first and not that of

t. Deputy Kinzle stated after these accusations began he imnediately removed
himself from the situation and left the residence with the intent to answer any questions
that the EMTs may have pertaining to Mr. Kahn. Deputy Kinzle stated after he Ieft the
residence
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While Deputy Kinzle was speaking with the male party, an elderly neighbor arrived at the
residence and asked if Mary was okay and what had happened. Deputy Kinzle advised
the neighbor ft!}was and that they had an incident earlier however they do have
EMTs en route to check out Mr. Kahn. Deputy Kinzle stated he did not know the name of
tlte nejghbof (at this time in the interview) and had never seen him before. Although,
Depufy Kiiizle believes it was possible that the EMTs were already on scene and with
EMT response to the residence might have prompted the neighbor to come to the Kahn
home. Deputy Kinzle stated after I're briefly spoke with a neighbor, he advised the
neighbor that he would have to leave and check in at a later time with Mary. Deputy
Kinzle stated initially t but he could not
remember if the neighbo, ujlbrly-;e-fl15edlg.Jeave or if it was the action of him
continually walking up towards the residence. At this point Maty exited the home and
began speaking with a neighbor. Deputy Kinzle at this point reentered the home and after
doing so Deputy Hanning requested that he contact a supervisor.

Deputy Kinzle left the residence and went to his patrol unit were he had his cell phone.
Deputy Kinzle contacted Sgt. Tonjes and advised him about the incident. Deputy Kinzle
advised some of the questions Sgt. Tonjes asked he was unable to answer for the reason
they were specific to the actions of Deputy Hanning which he was not present to witness.
Deputy Kinzle stated after speaking with Sgt. Tonjes on the cell phone he returned to the
residence and prior to entering the home he heard Deputy Hanning advising someone that
they needed to leave. When he entered the home he had noticed that the neighbor and
Mary had returned inside and believed it was the neighbor Deputy llanning was asking to
leave. Deputy Kinzle stated at this point he was somewhat concerned on becoming
involved with the neighbor for the reason that he did not want to escalate the situation.
Deputy Kinzle believed that at this point he had enough to anest or chgge thg4gigbbo.r
fqr oUstruction not . The basis of this was the
EMTs requesting that the neighbor leave due to the reason that the neighbor was inciting
Mr. Kahn to the point of agitation.

|!h. Deputy Kinzlaaffiil?ffiThis interaction occurred between Mr. Kahn
and the neighbor, Deputy Kinzle immediately advised the neighbor that he needed to
leave. Deputy Kinzle stated the neighbor did leave the residence at some point when
Deputy Kinzle went outside the neighbor was still present and confronted Deputy Kinzle

I-
Deputy Kinzle stated after speaking with the neighbor, the neighbor did walk down to the
roadway where he remained. At this point he walked back up to the rear of the residence
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and began speaking with Deputy Haming. During this conversation Depr.rty Hanning
advisedDeputyKinzlethattheEMTsciearedMr'Kalrnf f i
|liF\4r. Kahn refused any medical treatrnent. Deputy Kinzle stated that after
the EMTs had cleared from the scene, Mr. Kahn was not placed back in the handcuffs
although had it been his decision Mr. Kahn would have been re-cuffed but he allowed
Deputy Hanning to make that decision.

At some point Mr. Kahn had taken the deputies on the propelty in ordel to show them the
areas that he was in, the line that he walked, to show deputies were they were cutting
down wood and removing some stakes because they were in the wrong place. Deputy
Kinzle advised while they were walking the property with Mr. Kahn, the neighbor was
following thern in the areas they were. Deputy Kinzle stated on several occasions when
he stopped in order to allow the neighbor to pass them, the neighbor would stop and only
stare at Deputy Kinzle. Deputy Kinzle did state that at this point he did want to use
physical force to arrest the neighbor because in his rnind the neighbor had lol-gomBllgd
with his orders on sryeral occasions. HowevglDqzuty_Kinzle decided not to involve
himself with thqxeighbor an4 \yas alpost certain had he attempted to take the neighbor
in tfi6 custodv. the neishbor would ha;e fouEEt Eh.-

Deputy Kinzle stated at one point they did stop at a corner by the cul-de-sac which was
within 100 feet t-me. Deputy Kinzle advised that this is the same area in
the photographs that showed where Mr. Kahn was at the time of the alleged violation. It
should be noted that this portion of property is in dispute; Mr. Kahn claimed it as his
property whereeclaims it to be hers. Deputy Kinzle stated during this time he
received approximately 5 calls on his cell phone from Sg1. Tonjes all of which were Sgt.
Tonjes requested to speak with Deputy Hanning. Deputy Kinzle was unaware of the
conversations between Deputy Hanning and Sgt. Tonjes

.lf-D
t

. Mi. Kahn would say he didn't understand why they were there;
they couldn't do this and at one point even threatened to sue them. And in the next breath
Mr. Kahn would say he would do whatever deputies said, he would do anything to stay
out ofjail but then would go back to accusing the deputies for being in the wrong.

Deputy Kinzle stated at a certain point while at the cul-de-sac, he had walked over to
about the complaint. Deputy Kinzle

positioned himself while speaking---/here he still could rnaintain visual
contact with Deputy Hanning. While speaking withllDDeputy Kinzle did advise
her there was some difficulty in determining who was supposed to be where or where
they had a right to be. Deputy Kinzle advised he also explained to her the incident and
Mr. Kahn fighting law enforcement after she stated she had seen an ambulance at the
Kahn property. Deputy Kinzle was advise-e property Mr. Kahn was
on was in factlFhad photographs of him onlproperty and thatG had maps to
show that that property was in faf, however she would have to go look for that

.?
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rnformalion or try to dig it up in order to show him. Deputy Kinzle at this point provided
blank voluntary statement form and requested that C fill that out and

attempt to retrieve all the information she claimed to have had. At one point while
speaking withtlhe could hear Mr. Kahn yelling at Deputy Hanning.

At some point Deputy Kinzle stated that Deputy Hanning had spoken with Sgt. Tonjes
who in turn advised that they needed to place
fu2gpi1g,lto h" "l"r.ed medicalt), ",'.t oft", l,"',;GIlGTansport Mr. Kahn to the park
County Jail. When Deputy Hanning advised Mr. Kahn he was being placed in custody,
Mr.Kahnbecame1oudadvisirrgDeputyHanningt-h@uldmake
thgsharges-ga_aw3J, that he is not going to be arresied b
Deputy Kinzle stated that this point he advised Mr. Khan that he was under arrest and if
he made any attempt to hinder that from happening he would receive an additional charge
of resisting arrest and asked if Mr. Kahn understood. Mr. Kahn advised that he did and
then proceed to turn around and place his hands behind his back to where Deputy Kinzle
could place the handcuffs on him. When this occurred, Deputy Kinzle advised Mr.
Kahn's wife began to laugh and attempted to slap Deputy Kinzle on the shoulder (like a
grandmother would to a grandchild). Deputy Kinzle at this point moves away and tells
Mary
Kinzle advised at this point he just had it with the situation not limited to this incident but
incidents in the past and believe that neither Richard Kahn or Mary Kahn knew how to
act or behave around law enforcement. Deputy Kinzle stated that Mr. Kahn and Ms.
Khan don't understand boundaries, think they're above the law and that it's okay to act
that way. Deputy Kinzle further states that Richard Kahn seems to think that it's okay just
a point a gun at vehicles passing by and Mary Kahn is always been passive in previous
contacts as if none of this is an issue.

After the incident with Mary Kahn, Mary Kallr returned to the home in order to retrieve
Mr. Kahn's medications and a sweater. Deputy Kinzle noted that after they had placed
Mr. Kahn in handcuffs they had no additional issues with Mr. Kahn and he remain
compliant. Mr. Kahn was placed in Deputy Hanning's patrol vehicle. After Deputy
Kinzle asked Deputy Hanning if he was okay, Deputy Hanning advised that hswas.
Deputy Kinzle entered his patrol vehicle and left the scene.
When I asked Deputy Kinzle if he could recall how many times he has met Mr. Kahn,
Deputy Kinzle stated he recalled at least two times which included this particular incident
and one other in the past. When I asked Deputy Kinzle if he recalled being at the Kahn
property on March 27,2013, Deputy Kinzle stated not specifically. When I asked Deputy
Kinzle if he ever recalled making a statement not specifically to this incident that he has

M
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When I asked if it was Deputy Haming who placed Mr. Kahn under arrest and
transported Mr'. Kahn to the hospital, Deputy Kinzle advised it was. When asked if Mr.
Kalur was handcuffed behind his back or front with the use of the belly chain, Deputy
Kinzle stated he believed initially Mr. Kahn was handcuffed behind his back but prior to
being placed in the vehicle the handcuffs were transfened to the front of this Kahn with
the use of the belly chain.

In order to clarify, I asked Deputy Kinzle if it was he himself
f Mr. Kahn or if that was in fact he requesting Park County

communications to contactlF to determine that. Deputy Kinzle responded stating
he requested Park County communications to make that contact due to the reason he did
not know how to contact either party. When asked if Park County communications ever
responded with the location of Mr. Kahn, Deputy Kinzle stated they had advised that

Mr. Kahl nor knew his location. When asked if they received this
infonnation prior that to them responding to the Kahn residence or after they arrived at
the Kahn home, Deputy Kinzle stated he could not remember. When I asked Deputy
Kinzle why they parked directly in front of the Kahn residence in the driveway
understanding that parking a mile down the road wasn't feasible, Deputy Kinzle stated he
could not tell me what it was Deputy Hanning was thinking by doing that although he
states that during their initial discussion they never discussed that aspect of their
apploach prior to responding. Deputy Kinzle did describe the residence as an A-frame
style home with the front of the residence consisting mostly of large windows and if you
parked closer to the home where there is an awning that occupants within the home
would not be able to see where the vehicles were parked however could see the roadway
and other areas.

When I asked Deputy Kinzle about his previous statements that he knew the front door of
the residence was not a door commonly used by the occupants ind how he knew that,
Deputy Kinzle responded from two previous contacts he had with the Kahns they have
always exited the residence from the rear and the times

puty
Kinzle advised that they stood in front of the door for approximately 1 minute while they
continue to knock. When asked while he were standing at the front door knocking had
either one of them identified themselves as being Deputy Sheriffs or with the Park
County Sheriff s office, Deputy Kinzle advised he did not recall.
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When I asked Deputy Kinzle if he larew of any other reason why Deputy Hanning had
walked around the residence after no answer was received at the front door, Deputy
Kinzle advised he did not know and that Deputy Hanning had not communicated
anything to him. Deputy Kinzle assumed it had to do with Deputy Hanning wanting to
see if anyone was home or if by chance Mr. Kahn was still outside of the residence. He
believed Deputy Hanning was trying to gain a vantage point to see if anyone was home.
When I asked Deputy Kinzle if he recalled hearing a dog barking while was standing at
the front door, he advised he thought so but could not remember.

When I asked Deputy Kinzle to clarify his position after Deputy Hanning Ieft the area of
the front door and began working around the left side of the residence, Deputy Kinzle
advised he remained at the front end of the home but positioned himself at the right
corner to where he still could see the front and right side of the residence all the while
maintaining visual contact of the front door in case someone came through. When I asked
Deputy Kinzle to estimate the elapsed time from when Deputy Hanning left the front
door to the time he heard Deputy Hanning yell "Richard stop", Deputy Kinzle believed
anywhere from 20 to 30 seconds was the amount of time he believed it would've taken
Deputy Hanning to walk around the left side of the residence up to where he saw Mr.
Kahn. When I asked Deputy Kinzle after he heard Deputy Hanning yelling at Mr. Kahn if
he remained at his position, Deputy Kinzle stated after he heard Deputy Hanning yelling
he starled to walk up the right side of the house however he did not run or was not in a
huny because he was not sure what the confrontation consisted of. Deputy Kinzle
advised it wasn't until after taking three or four steps up the right side of the home that he
began to hear what sounded like fighting coming from within the home. Deputy Kinzle
stated at this point after hearing this is when he began running in order to determine what
was transpiring. At this point I clarified with Deputy Kinzle if it was after hearing these
noises is when he got on the radio in the attempt to contact Deputy Hanning. Deputy
Kinzle advised that was correct and asked Deputy Hanning if he was okay with Deputy
Hanning's response being that he was in a fight.

When I asked Deputy Kinzle if it was prior to his entry into the home that he drew his
Taser, Deputy Kinzle clarihed stating that he drew his Taser when he rounded the back
right corner of the property immediately after rcahzingthat neither Mr. Kahn or Deputy
Hanning were still outside of the property. When I asked Deputy Kinzle why he did not
draw his firearm, Deputy Kinzle advised he was not sure if he could answer that question.
When I advised Deputy Kinzle about the statements he had made pertaining to the
concerns of their safety, the time they had taken to stop and discuss how to approach Mr.
Kahn, the past incidences they've had with Mr. Kahn and his irritability, and the fact they
knew he owned weapons I was trying to understand why he would not have drawn his
firearm, Deputy Kinzle responded stating he knew how Deputy Hanning worked and if
this was a situation which justified his drawing his firearm he would have either heard a
gunshot or heard Deputy Hanning advised over the radio he had one at gunpoint. Deputy
Kinzle clarified this stating he believed it had to do with his training in the fact that
Deputy Haming advised he was in a physical confrontation and there being no
indications of weapons involved.
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When I asked Deputy Kinzle when he first entered to the residence and the position tliat
he observed Mr. Kahn and Deputy Hanning to be in, if he also observed whether or not
Deputy Hanning had a physical hold of Mr. Kahn, Deputy Kinzle reiterated that Deputy
Hanning did not have a hold on Mr. Kahn but had his hand up in a defensive position.
When I explained to Deputy Kinzle during my interview with Deputy Hanning and in
Deputy Hanning's written approved report, Deputy Hanning stated that Mr, Kahn was
face down on the floor and not as Deputy Kinzle indicated, Kahn being on iris back,
Deputy Kinzle stated that was not what he remembered. Deputy Kinzle clarified stating
that at one point Mr. Kahn was face down and that was the time when Deputy Kinzle had
his baton pinning Mr. Katur's right shoulder down. When I asked Deputy Kinzle based on
his observation it was clear that Mr. Kahn was resisting and not cooperating, why did he
not re-holster his Taser and go hands-on to assist Deputy Hanning in restraining Mr.
Kahn, Deputy Kinzle responded stating he believes by the time he'd gotten to Deputy
Hanning Mr. Kahn must have already rolled over. Deputy Kinzle advised that he did not
remember exactly. Deputy Kinzle further stated that at this point he thinks he just

When I asked Deputy Kinzle after he entered the residence if he recalled specifically
where Mary Kahn was located, Deputy Kinzle says he cannot remember if he saw her at
first but believed it was pretty immediate. Deputy Kinzle stated that he did see her
standing at the corner of the kitchen counter and that she had her arm resting on the
counter itself but was within a foot of where the deputies and Mr. Kahn were. When I
asked Deputy Kinzle if he recalled how many times he ordered Mr. Kahn to comply
while he had his Taser drawn Deputy Kinzle stated he believed it was five times. When I
advised Deputy Kinzle that in his written approved report he indicates that he had ordered
Mr. Kahn at least 10 times Deputy Kinzle stated that it was f,rve times with his Taser
drawn. Deputy Kinzle clarified that he said it multiple times and that it was continuous.
When I asked Deputy Kinzle why he did not deploy Taser he responded saying he knew
that he need not deploy Taser at that point because Mr. Kahn was not swinging, hitting
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anyone or attempting to get up he just wasn't turning over and putting his hands behind
his back. Deputy Kinzle stated he was thinking that he couldn't Taser Mr. Kahn and / 75 €'/rr,
recalled hearing other supervisory staff asking the question w[.ge Ie tasrjg u10-lrT- / t= l/ tr /5
old man. y'rn4//
When I asked Deputy Kinzle to reflect back to his Taser training and asked if there was
anything in that training that stated that they could not tase 7O-year-old people, Deputy
Kinzle stated that there was none. When I asked Deputy Kinzle if anywhere in Taser
training did it indicate as to how many commands are to be given plior to deployment,
Deputy Kinzle stated there were none. When I asked Deputy Kinzle that I wanted to
understand his thought process as to why he did not deploy Taser and because there was
no compliance why was the Taser even drawn, I p

Deputy's orders Deputy Kinzle did not feel it was enough to deploy Taser. Deputy Kinzle
did clarify he also thought of the fact that Mr. Kahn was an elderly person that had he
deployed Taser he would be in trouble for doing so and that his command staff would not
be happy ifhe had done so.

When I asked Deputy Kinzle after he'd removed the cartridge from his Taser with the
intent of potentially drive stunning Mr. Kahn, had the tip of the Taser ever touched any
part of Mr. Kahn's body, Deputy Kinzle advised that it had not and never came in within
2 feet of Mr. Kahn's body. When I asked Deputy Kinzle at any time while giving
commands that any part of his body touch Mr. Kahn's body, Dbputy Kinzle advised he
did not believe so. When I asked Deputy Kinzle if he at any time had taken his right foot
and placed that on Mr. Kahn's right foot Deputy Kinzle responded yes although he could
not remember the reason why. When I asked Deputy Kinzle if he recalled which one of
his feet he placed on Mr. Kahn, Deputy Kinzle believed it was his left foot that he placed
on Mr. Kahn's rieht foot.

lDeputy Kinzle
recalls the frrst time he had contact with the Kahn's oflhs after the Kahn's called in
a trespass atll\When he arrived at the scene the person on the property was
T This is to include several other phone calls thatCSad made to Park
County communications with different complaints involving Mr. Kahn cutting down a
tree behind her residence or Mr. Kahn stealing a fence. Deputy Kinzle specifically stated
this span over a several month timeframe but the communications were not only withf.

It"t with Mr. Kahn as well. Deputy Kinzle was specific to say all these
communications came through the dispatch center and were in fact radio calls.|||
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When asked what knowledge Deputy Kinzle had of Mr. Kahn's medical condition prior
to tlre incideut on April 28,2073, Deputy Kinzle stated he had no knowledge of Mr.
Katur's rnedical history. Deputy Kinzle further stated to this day he still had no
krowledge of his liistory When I asked
Deputy Kinzle if he recalled ar-ry conversations he may have had pertaining to Mr. Kahn's
rnedical condition, past surgeries or anything else on July 1,2012 duringthe felony
menacing case, Deputy Kinzle stated he did not. When I asked who the arresting officer
was in the incident on July 1,2012, Deputy Kinzle stated it was Deputy Hanning. When I
asked Deputy Kinzle if he was plesent or recalled on that incident where Deputy Hanning
was lranded medication for Mr. Kahn, Deputy Kinzle stated he did recall the zip lock bag
containing rnedication but he could not recall whether that was the incident in April 2013
or the felony menacing case in 2012.

When I asked Deputy Kinzle if he was concerned about where Mary Kahn was located if
he were to go hands-on with Mr. Kahn in order to assist Deputy Hanning, Deputy Kinzle
stated that he was concerned because his focus had been shifted solely to Mr. Kahn and
not Mary Kahn.

When asking Deputy Kinzle if in previous contacts was he ever disrespectful to any of
the parties involved or in turn were those parties disrespectful to him, Deputy Kinzle
stated on a previous incident while at the Kahn residence he was discussing the issues
with Mr. Kahn and during this discussion the Kahns were yelling at him and being
argumentative and during the conversation the Kahns were demanding that Deputy
Kinzle arrest-. Deputy Kinzle stated that at one point he did advise
the Kahn's to "shut your mouths" and listen to him so he could explain what it is that he
can and cannot do. When asked if he recalled making a statement at that particular
incident that if he had to return later on that someone was going to go to jail deputy

Deputy Kinzle clarified that he told Mr. Kahn, Mrs. Kahn 

-
When I asked Deputy Kinzle when he authored his report for the April 28, 2013 incident,
Deputy Kinzle stated that he believed it was the following day unless it fell on his Friday
means he would've completed the report on his next duty shift thereafter. When I asked
Deputy Kinzle if he saw the photographs pertaining to the April 28,2013 incident,
Deputy Kinzle stated he did, however not on that specific day but on a later date. When I
asked Deputy Kinzle if he recalled either himself or Deputy Hanning making the
statement that there was not enough information or grounds to charge Mr. Kahn with the
trespass or violation of protection order, Deputy Kinzle stated he did not recall making
that statement but believes that too could be a true statement. The reason for this was
because at that time they did not have enough information to pursue those charges.

When I asked Deputy Kinzle, in retrospect, if there was anything he could have done /-.+
differently on the incident, Deputy Kinzle responded stating that his actions he felt 100% 6-e+ D

actions he probably could've been more contained.
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When asking Deputy Kinzle if he was aware of the result pertaining to the July 1,2012
felony menacing case at the time he was involved in the incident that occurred on April
28,2013, Deputy Kinzle advised that he was aware that Mr. Kahn was on probation for
the felony menacing case and that a protection order was also in place but was not aware
of any restrictions pertaining to firearms. Deputy Kinzle did advise at one point he did
recall hearing tliat Mr. Kahn was restricted from possessing_firearms and when they
asked Mr. Kahn of rhis, trrtr. s
locked awa had made an exception that
his weaoons but not

At the end of this interview I did ask Deputy Kinzle if he had any questions of me.
Deputy Kinzle did ask me if I believed if there had been something different that he
could've done. I advised Deputy Kinzle that was a difficult quebtion for me and that I
could not answer based on many factors whether those be related to training or other
issues.

Interview was concluded at approximately 7:47 PM
After the interview was concluded, Deputy Kinzle provided me with a copy of his
memorandum he was asked to prepare by Sgt. Tonjes. The memorandum was prepared
on April 30, 2013 and consisted of three pages. The memo was addressed to Chain of
Command. The memorandum read the followinq:

" On April 28, 2013 at about I2;29 PM I was dispatched tdJlwhich is near
Florissant, Park County, Colorado to assist Deputy N. Hanning in the investigation of a
protection order violation. Park County Communications advised Deputy Hanning that
the reporting party
report ingthatRichardwasonJproperty.Ihavedealt|ERichardseveraI
tintes and imntediately lorcw who we were going to be dealing with. I lcnew the suspect to
be S/ Richctrd Charles Kahn (01/15/1942) Kahn was previously arrested by Hanning on
charges of felony ntenacing for reportedly pointing his firearm at people on the road. I
was present for this arrest of Kahn.. The following is an excerpt from Park County
Sheriff's ffice case report number I2 - 0668:

"Deputy Kinzle anived on scene at approximately 8:02 PM. Kahn began talking
to Deputy Kinzle and demanded that Deputy
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At this point of the interview I advised Deputy Kinzle of one of the allegations rnade by
Mr. Kahn that Deputy Kinzle entered into the home and after doing so stepped on Mr.
Kahn's leg and while grinding on Mr. Kahn's leg was ordering Mr. Kahn to stop
resisting. When I asked Deputy Kinzle if any aspect of this allegation was truthful,
Deputy Kinzle responded stating that he did recall Mr. Kahn lying on his side but denied
the allegation of grinding on Mr. Khan's leg. When I asked Deputy Kinzle if he use the
appropriate amount of force necessary in order to restrain Mr. Kahn's leg, Deputy Kinzle
siated yes. In addition to this allegation, Mr. Kahn also alleged that both Deputy Hanning
and Deputy Kinzle on July 1,2012 were made aware of his medical condition; the

,DeputyKinzlerespondedstat ingno'WhenIasked
Deputy Kinzle what kind of personal vehicle he owned and operated, Deputy Kinzle
stated a 1993 silver rusty colored four door Blazer.
the reason as to why I asked that question was based on a statement Mr. Kahn had made
during my interview with him where he alleged one evening around 6 PM, while still
daylight, shortly after Capt. Hancock started his investigatory inquiry, Mr. Kahn
observed a dark in color single cab Dodge pickup drive past his home stops in the cul-de-
sac for brief moment then turn around and drive away. Almost immediately after this Mr.
Kahn se sidence, enter her white in color vehicle and drive away.

b.
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On June 25,2013 at approximately 10:00 PM I arrivea ut th"l ambulance barn in
ordertoirr terv iewParamedicsf f i . I tshouldbenotedpr ior tomy
arrival, I did contact s
e and expressed my wish to speak withlnd Paramedic labout a call they
lrad on April 28, 2013.1 did advise that I was only interested in statements made by Mr.
Kahn, deputies and/or third parties present and not related to their medical assessment of
Mr. Kaln.

Upou my arrival I did meet with Paramedic This interview was
recorded. During this interview with both paramedics, neither could recall the events that
transpired on April 28,2013 nor could they recall any specific statements made by either
deputies on scene or Mr. Kahn himself. At the end of the interview I thanked both
pararnedics left the area.

Interview was concluded at approximately 10:25 PM

On June 26,2013 I responded to Mr. Kahn's residence in order to have him sign medical
release waivers, pick up photographs he had of his injuries and to photograph portions of
the house (interior and exterior) to include some measurements. I arrived at the residence
at approximately 9:40 AM. While at the Kahn property, I took the opportunity to take
some general photographs of the front and rear of the residence. In addition to
photographs I also took several measurements of the following locations:

i) The distance from the dog pen gates to the back door of residence measured a
distance of20 feet and 3 inches.

2) The distance from the picnic table to the first step of the back deck measured
23 feet.

The following photographs were taken to provide a visual representation of the Kahrr
property; including exterior and interior.

1. Photograph front of residence showing left side from roadway.
2. Photograph front view of residence from roadway.
3. Photograph depicting right side of residence from roadway.
4. Graveled walk way leading up to deck on rear side of home.
5. Right side of residence from rear of home.
6. Walkway leading up to rear presidents on right side.
7. Rear of residence depicting deck, barbecue, hot tub, chain-link fence.
8. Left side of residence with paver walkway.
9. Left side of residence with paver walkway.
10. Rear of residence depicting back deck, barbecue, hot tub and chain-link fence

taken from left side.
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I 1. Interior of home depicting kitchen area and backdoor taken fi'om dining living
roonl area.

12. Interior of horne depicting kitchen area from the dining room diffelent angle.
13. Interior of horne depicting kitchen area and floor.

In addition to the photographs I have taken while at the residence Mr. Kahn provided me
additional photographs.

I . Photograph taken of an abrasion, slight scabbing, located on the shin area of
Mr. Kahn's right leg.

2. Photograph taken of what appears to be bruising below Mr. Kahn's groin area.
3. Photograph depicting bruising/abrasions located on Mr. Kahr's left forearm

area.
4. Photograph depicting bruising located on right rib cage area which appeared to

be yellow green in color.
5. Photograph depicting bruising located on right rib cage area which appeared to

be yellow green in color. Close up,

t
On the same date all three medical release forms were

fulfiiled by the respective hospital and doctors offices.

Thefol lowingisasummaIyofmedicalIeportpreSentere
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On July 26,2013, medical release waivers were served on three places:|;|!J
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The following is a summary of a report

The following is a report submitted
The report states the following;
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Under the physical exarnination conducted by the doctor the following was noted;

"General: Well-develooed. Weli-nourished.
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Summary:

I have to comtnend the deputies involved in this case for some of the actions they took
prior to their arrival at the Kahn residence. The deputies took the time to stop before
arriving at the Kahn home in order to discuss a plan of action and to determine who to
approach and how to do so. I think their thought process in determining this was sound;
location of the suspect and his home in relation to the victim's, past history with the
suspect specifically in July of 2012 and the fact he owns and potentially possessed
firearms. Although there was never any physical violence demonstrated by Mr. Kahn in
previous contact, temperament can and should be taken into account and the probability
of an encounter turning potentially violent. Based on the deputies perceptions they
decided to contact Mr. Kahn first and avoid the possiblehazard of passing Mr. Kahn's
home in order to reach the victim and exposing themselves to potential harm.

As to the deputies approach and pulling into the driveway of the Kahn property directly
in front of the home, renders their previous assessment of safety concern somewhat void
and tactically wrong. Deputies approach should have been different with respect to where
they parked and how they approached the home. it should be in a manner that minimizes
their exposure.

As to the attempted contact by stariding at the front door of the residence, it is not clear
why this was the door that deputies chose to use when Deputy Kinzle in his interview
was aware this was not an access point commonly used by the family. With this being
said, I am not concerned as to one deputy remaining at the front of the residence while
the other makes his way to the rear. This is a common practice in law enforcement in
order to split a structure from two points while maintaining visual contact of either side
of a structure.
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Wrat was coltcerning to some degree was when Deputy Hanning made contact with a
subject at the rear of the home, Deputy Kinzle began to "walk" up the other si
lt-o-. *tllrqq L{gg_ryj until he heard thuds coffi home as if
altercation was taki

radio to detennine if Deputy Hajining was okay. It isn't until Deputy Hanning
was involved in a fight that Deputy Kinzle now quickly acts and began to run

to Deputy Hannings aid. This is the point where

Deputy Kinzle explained the reason for drawing his Taser rather than his pistol was due
to his experience with Deputy Haming and how Deputy Hanning worked. If there was a
lethal tlueat present, Deputy Haming would have advised of this and not just simply rhat
he was in a fight. It is believable tliat when two persons work with one another for an
extended period of time, they learn how the other will work or react to specific situations
and threats even at tirnes without a word being exchanged.

An area of concern however, was the use of Taser or the lack thereof. Deputy Kinzle was
concerned as to how th" .o
o nd having heard his capta@
comments of such ?gllgns no! being appropriate. Deputy Kinzle stated that he gave
multlpJe commands (ttve to ten trmes average between verbal statement given and written
report) to Mr. Katur to cooperate and if not he would be Tased. After that not working
Deputy Kinzle removed his cartridge from the Taser with the intent to "drive" stun Mr.
Kahn but stated that the Taser never touched Mr. Kahn.

Deputies are trained that there is no minimum or maximum age limit as to when a Taser
can or cannot be deployed however deputies need to determine whether the deployrnent
of a Taser is appropriate. In addition nowhere does it state that a deputy would be
required to provide a specific amount of commands prior to the deployment of a Taser.
As to Deputy Kinzle removing a cartridge in order to potentially "drive" stun a subject,
the Taser contacts need to be in contact with the subjects body to be effective. I am at a
loss as to why Deputy Kinzle would remove the cartridge with the intent to "ddve" stun
Mr. Kahn when he never touched Mr. Kahn with the Taser to begin with. Deputy Kinzle
clearly stated that it was obvious to him that the fact he had a Taser and threatened Mr.
Kalin that if he were not to cooperate he would be Tased had no effect on Mr. Kahn nor
did it gain compliance. When seeing this Deputy Kinzle. Holstered the Taser and drew
his coilapsible baton as an "intimidation" technique.

Deputies need to realize that the tools on their belts are not tools of "intimidation"
(although at times they do have that psychological advantage) but have a specific
purpose. Had Deputy Kinzle deployed the Taser it may have minimized the length of the
altercation. As to Deputy Kinzle not going "hands" on to assist Deputy Hanning; it was
clear based on Deputy Kinzles interview, he was concerned as to the location of Mrs.
Kahn and her not cornplying with commands to back away and if he were to assist
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Deputy Hanning he would not be able to keep an eye on Mrs. Kahn. Deputy Kinzle felt
that based on what he saw, he did not believe that Mr. Kahn could have over powered
Deputy Hanning and felt it was better to prevent Vtp. Lahn from,potent
D.gqrxa$r"e''-

As to Deputy Hanning's actions; I believe that he had legal authority to pursue Mr. Kahn
after his refusal to stop when being ordered. Deputies Hanning and Kinzle had legal
authority to be on the Kahn property based on the criminal complaint filed with the Park
County Communications center. While investigating the complaint, Deputy Hanning
made contact with the identified suspect who is known to Deputy Hanning from a
previous contact. Deputy Hanning stated that when he contacted Mr. Kahn, Kahn ran and
refused to stop after being ordered to do so. Deputy Hanning had the legal authority to
pursue Mr. Kahn based on the criminal complaint and for Deputy Hanning's concern that
Mr. Kahn could potentially gain access to weapons or potentially banicade himself in the
home with potential rveapons which in either event increases the safety risk to both
deputies.

As to the altercation. Based on Deputy Hannings statement, Mr. Katur greeting him in an
aggressive manner with fists at chest height and due to this Deputy Hanning grabbed a
hold of Mr. Kahn's wrists to prevent Mr. Kahn from striking him. Deputy Hanning did
perform a knee strike to the midsection which landed in the groin area of Mr. Kahn.
Deputy Hanning advised after this occurred he pushed Mr. Kahn away from him to gain
distance. After being pushed, Mr. Kahn collided with the kitchen counter which 1|}

-What I found concerning in this scenario was that Deputy Hanning performed a knee
strike to the "midsection" (as reported in Deputy Hannings report). When I spoke with
Deputy Hanning in his interview, Deputy Hanning recall of the incident was specifically
that he performed a knee strike to the common peroneal. When I pointed out there was a
discrepancy in his verbal statement and written report, Deputy Hanning advised he wrote
midsection in his report because that is where he ended up striking Mr. Kahn. It is very
common when deputies engage in a violent confrontation they rarely hit the intended
target for the reason that the person being struck rarely holds still and missing the
intended mark is a great likelihood.

As to Deputy Hanning pushing Mr. Kahn away to gain distance. This is not how deputies
are trained in arrest control. Deputies are trained that they need to keep hold of the
subject and place them to the ground as quickly as possible to minimize exposure to
injuly to the deputy or the subject. By releasing the subject, Deputy Hanning increased
his possibility and the subjects to additional injury by having to reengage.

Additional concerns relating to this incident with the deputies is the inconsistency in their
reports and the conflict of information. On some points of the incident, the reports are the
complete opposite of one another; for example one deputy says that Mr. Kahn was on his
back while the other reports Mr. Kahn was on his stomach. in addition, the authorized
reoorts lack a tremendous amount of detail or explanation as to certain aspects of the
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hiSoVercertainareasofhisbody,tonotspeakingwitht1re
complaining party initially to where the entire incident could have been avoided, dgp!11.;.

incident. Deputy Kinzle, after being ordered to do so, created a memorandum about the
incident in addition to his report. The memorandum in some instances had more detail
than the actual authorized report. There are statements made by Mr. Kahn during a
conversation with Deputy Hanning during the transport to the hospital and the jail which
are not reflected in Deputy Hanning's report. There are allegations, minor, made by Mr.
Kahn while at the hospital that are not reflected in Deputy Haruring's report. None of this
information is verifiable and Deputy Hanning is not able to recall specific events due to
the lapse of tirne.

As to Mr. Kahn. Mr. Kahn denied all criminal allegations and reported being abused by
rhe deputies. From Deputy H@ed himself when yutting

r of the home. to unlawfullv enterins the home. Deputv Kinzle pokins
-

under the influe4ce of narcotics, Deputy Kinzle having an affair with Wffit and not
being provided with his medication.

As to Mr. Kahn's allegation that Deputy Hanning never identified himself or that he ran
from Deputy Hanning, Deputy Kinzle supported Deputy Hanning's statement and he
heard Deputy Hanning ordet Vr. Kahn to stop. As to the events that occurred within the
home, Mr. Kahn has the support of his wife and both clearly disagree with the actions
taken by the deputies. Its two against two and no further way to prove or disprove either
sides statements.

AstoMr.Kalrnsal legat iorr that thedeput ieswereu@rugs.This
claim is unsubstantiated and somewhat off the wall.
t
beha

_'Astotheal legat iorrsofDeputyKinzlehavinganaffairwi ththe
complainant in this case, I do not believe that to be true. The mere assumption of his
based on knowledge that Deputy Kinzle

with Mr. Kahn, his wife and Mr.illD
arenotenouglr tobeconsideredasproof ' Idobel ievethat@
believe these allegations based on minima on their part.
Mr. Kahn's claim that he had seen Deputy Kinzle after the incident in the subdivision
dr iv ingagrayincolorDodgepickup-1rrr@'Theclaimthatherecognized
Deputy Kinzles face as he drove by, while standing in the home looking out and down to
the road seems weak due to the distance of the home ft ay.

As to Mr. Kahns claim that tlie deputies were aware of his medical conditions prior to the
incident on April 28,2013 and the refusal to allow him to take his medications. Both
Deputies claimed that did not remember Mr. Kahn's medical conditions but Deputy
Hanning did recall Mr. Kahn had problems only after the arrest was made and Mrs. Kahn
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of some sort of behavior alterins narcotic.



lranded him a bag full of prescribed medication prior to their leaving for the hospital. fui: liirtDeputy Haming did state he did not allow Mr. Kahn to take his medication prioi to dry't s" fu AiZarriving to the hospital due his concern of overmedicating Mr. Kahn or Mr. Kahn Cqr// 
I

overdosing. Deputy Hanning advised after they arrived at the hospital he allowed the
doctors to administer the medication.

Another complaint was that the jail refused to provide Mr. Kahn with his medicatiols. I J -,,When researching the booking inforrnation, Mi. Kahn refused to take his medications and il it [oo''t4/r'
orly wished to have ibuprofen for pain which is what he was given.

Based on the Jgai-ons, reyieryrng all ion and havi

poJlc), uiolgligLrcd,o I find that the deputies intentionally wished to harm Mr. Kahn. I .{
.{^F^ruo.,o- f i - ' {  + l^^+ +L^ . l^* , .+ l^^ * : -^-- t :^J .^^. :^-  L-  -1 :  r  . l 'do however find that the deputies misapplied tactics, techniques and the use of less than
lethal tool$ which needs to be contenaeTdililullnggd@n addition depurreGF
to spend more time in upgggtut.ly docuntentitr$-fficr6iin their reporting efforts as
to not allow additional s-bruiiiF-

,r,t;(

Respectful ly submitted,

Sven Bonnelycke
Captain Date
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